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Weather

Local

Mostly sunny, high
in the mid-20's.

It's Girl Scout cookie time!
Do you know where your
money is?

Up close with ESPN's
Roy Firestone.
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Black events
may be halted

Twin Swans

by Klmberly Larson
campus editor

Practicing her routines, dance psychology major Bca Robert!
studies ballet dance In Eppler North room 105 Thursday after-

The BG Ntanmr»M Thotnai
noon. The Instructor for the Intermediate ballet class Is Jackie
Neiaon-Paunil.

The miscommunication between a student organization and
the office of Student Activities
could result in the termination of
some black events on campus.
The Black Student Union and
the Board of Black Cultural Activities began a "Just for You"
escort service which stated on its
flyer it was "designed specifically for the non-white woman."
The Office of Student Activities said that, according to the
student code, the service is discriminatory and must be disbanded or the University could lose
all federal funding. Furthermore,
the code states that if the BSU
and the BBCA do not comply with
the demand all of their events
could be terminated.
According to Shakir Jackson,
president of the BSU, "The
BBCA formed the escort service
for African-American women
and women of color, but not exclusively for them."
Muhammcd Luster, president
of the Board of Black Cultural
Activities, agreed.
Luster said it is his duty as
president of the BBCA to make
sure the needs of his constituents
are met.
"It's not a case of whether I

feel the University Escort Service is inadequate, it's that many
women of color have expressed
that they think it's inadequate,"
he said.
According to Jackson, the Office of Student Activities wrote a
letter stating their lack of approval of the program and asked
the BBCA to disband it because
they found it to be discriminatory.
"But of course it's not," Jackson said.
Luster said the BSU and the
BBCA decided to organize the
meeting today because Gregg
DeCrane, assistant vice president of student activities, did not
try to set up a meeting to discuss
the issue.
"I think the most important
thing we need to grasp is that the
administrators didn't even make
an effort to talk to us before they
became so critical," Luster said.
"There has been no dialogue at
all with Gregg DeCrane."
DeCrane said he was not aware
of the escort service until this
month and tried to contact the
BBCA and the BSU, but they
never returned his phone calls.
Also, Jackson said the groups
scheduled this meeting because
if the program is not disbanded, other African American
See events, page five.

State's insanity Views of capital punishment differ
laws questioned Members of local religious community express opinions about Umbel case
The Associated Press
AKRON - Lt. Gov. Mike DeWlne appointed a committee Thursday
to review laws allowing criminal suspects to be sent to mental hospitals instead of prison if they are found innocent by reason of insanity.
DeWlne appointed Summit County Prosecutor Lynn C. Slaby to
head the eight-member committee. Slaby's office has been investigating two recent cases involving state mental hospital patients
charged in more than one slaying.
One case at the Western Reserve Psychiatric Hospital in Sagamore
Hills involved George Gruic, who has been charged with killing another patient while free to walk the hospital grounds. Gruic, 46, has
been ruled Innocent by reason of insanity in two deaths dating back
more than 25 years.
In the second case at Western Reserve, Willie J. Johnson, 51, fled
the minimum-security hospital Dec. 24 and later called from his
sister's home In Birmingham, Ala, asking to have his Social Security
checks forwarded. He has been convicted in two deaths.
Unlike an escaped inmate, Johnson cannot be extradited back to
Ohio.

"We can no longer tolerate people being released
having committed murders, rapes, aggravated
burglaries, intimidations, felonious assaults."
Lynn C. Slaby, committee head

"We can no longer tolerate people being released having committed murders, rapes, aggravated burglaries, intimidations, felonious
assaults," Slaby said at a news conference.
DeWlne, a former Greene County prosecutor, said he was familiar
with the difficulty of arguing during a trial that a defendant is sane
and then, when ruled insane, arguing that the person is insane and
must be placed in a mental hospital.
"Any prosecutor In any major jurisdiction will have a horror story," DeWlne said.
Slaby, who has criticized the insanity defense laws in the wake of
the Gruic and Johnson cases, said the committee would be an open
forum for reviewing suggestions for changing the law.
The panel also will look into related matters including how to deal
with people ruled mentally incompetent to stand trial and how to
handle prison inmates who are mentally UL
Slaby said he hopes to have some preliminary recommendations
within six months. Additional recommendations to the Legislation
might take longer, he said.

by Christina Wise
editor-in-chief

The mitigation phase of the
John F. Umbel trial, which will
determine his sentence for the
kidnapping, rape and murder of a
three-year-old boy, will resume
Feb. 1. The issue now is not
whether he is guilty of the
crimes, but if he should pay the
price for committing them with
his own life.
The question is one that has
brought the subject of capital
punishment violently home to the
local religious community.
The Rev. Randy Wood, director
of missions for the Southern Baptist Churches In Northwest Ohio
said the Baptist Church has no
official stance either against or
in favor of capital punishment.
"Every Baptist church is
autonomous," he said. "There is
no one creed that pertains to the
death penalty. Each Individual
church determines their own beliefs on the Issue, as does each
individual member."
He said members of the church
are on both sides of the issue, especially in Bowling Green where
the Umbel case has made it
even larger.
The Rev. John Snyder, pastor
of Northside Baptist Church, 701
W. Poe Road, said each person in
his congregation has to form
their own opinion on the issue.
He added that he is personally
for it and believes that "by and
large most Baptists are."
"If a man takes another man's
life he should pay for it with his
own," Snyder said.
Rabbi Arnold L. Bienstock of
The Temple B'Nal Israel in
Toledo said that while on paper
capital punishment is acceptable
to those who practice Judaism, in

practice it is highly discouraged.
"Even though the death penalty is mentioned for many
crimes in the Bible, under Jewish
law there are so many requirements that must be met before
someone can be put to death that
the tendency is to avoid it at all
costs," he said.
Beinstock said one well-known
Rabbidic commentary states that
if someone is put to death once in
70 years in Israel, it is considered
a bloody court.
He also said in the Umbel case
the belief that the death penalty
is a deterrent to crime is flawed.
"How can you apply that to
someone like John Umbel who is
supposedly mentally ill and say
they would be deterred," he said.
Rabbi Edward H. Garsek of the
Congregation Etz Chayim, also in
Toledo, said Umbel should not be
put to death because the evidence In his case is not clear according to Jewish requirements.
The fact there were no eyewitnesses to the crime - in Israel
there must be at least two makes death an unjustifiable
punishment under their law.
The Rev. Levona Schall, pastor
of Agape Church of Prayer, 313
Thurstln Ave., said there is no
one opinion on the death penalty
within her church.
"As Individuals, that is a decision each member of the congregation has to make on their
own," she said.
She said personal decisions
about the Umbel case should depend a lot on if an individual has
experienced a similar grief.
"If I had a child who had been
murdered by someone like [Umbel] I don't think I'd hesitate to
opt for the death penalty," Schall
■aid.
She said Umbel will be forgiven by God but that does not

mean he doesn't need to pay for
his crime - even if it is through
death.
"Someone who has done something as horrible as he has,
shouldn't be let out on the streets
again and maybe [capital punishment] is the answer," she said.
The Rev. Roger Brewin, minister of Maumee Valley Unitarian
Universalist Congregation in
Perrysburg, said he believes the
death penalty is a terrible admission of social failure and the state
should not have the right to kill
anyone.
However, this is not the view of

the entire Unitarian church in
which the tradition is one of individual conscience - it is up to
each person to decide for themselves what they believe about
capital punishment.
"No matter what the denominational stance on the issue
is, every member has the right to
their own view," he said.
Brewin said he could understand the family's grief and
wanting Umbel to die is for them
a logical response, but on a
higher ethical level he does per-

See Umbel, page four.

St. Tom's ministers
defend man on trial
by Christina Wise
editor-in-chief
The Roman Catholic
Church's opposition to capital
punishment Isn't the only
reason the campus ministers
of St. Thomas More University Parish do not want to see
convicted murderer John
Umbel receive the death penalty - they know him personally.
For more than ten years
Umbel would visit the parish,
the ministers there offering
him compassion, in hopes of
finding a friend.
The Rev. Herb Weber, who
currently ministers at St.
Tom's and has known Umbel
for about five years, said
Umbel was "like a lost puppy
in search of a companion."

Sister Pat Schnapp. who
ministered at St. Tom's between 1979 and 1983 and has
known Umbel for more than
five years, echoed Weber's
description and said killing
Umbel would be like killing a
child.
"In many ways John Is a
child," she said. "There has
always been something undeveloped about him. Putting
a child to death is unacceptable In this society and so
should killing John."
Weber said that while the
emotional wounds of the
Leimgruber family will take a
long rime to heal from the Incident, killing Umbel will not
help them or the people of
Bowling Green.
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E.A.R. to the
Ground...
For those of you who are now fasting to pay off
tuition and book debts, E.A.R. Central has some
good news. The Census Bureau reported that salaries
for those who get a degree after high school earn an
average $1,000 a month more than those with just a
secondary degree.
The bad news - no matter what level of education
you achieved, the growth of income from 1987 to
1990 was so small, it was insignificant when inflation
figures were factored in. But hey, you're in this for
the knowledge, not the money, right?
**•
Now that the University has been ranked in the
lowest quartile in U.S. News and World Report's 1993
College Guide, we have one question for administrators. Where's our refund? At the least, we should
only have to pay a quarter of our current tuition. It's
only fair. You should get what you pay for.
***
Congrats go to the Women's Basketball team for
pounding Western Michigan Wednesday night The
Falcons were tied for first place with the Broncos
and are now in sole possession of the lead in the MidAmerican Conference. Nice job, Falcons!

Even though University student and Ward One
Councilman Scott Ziance is not running for reelection this year, there's a pretty good chance a student could win his council seat. This week, College
Republican Todd Kleismit announced his candidancy. Hmmm ... do you think we might see a College
Democrat pop into this race? Guess we'll just have to
sit tight until the Feb. 15 filing deadline for candidates. Keep your ears open and your eyes peeled
folks. We could be in for a rather interesting campaign season this year.

The event you've all been waiting months for is finally coming on Sunday - The Super Bowl!!!
What's the big deal with it, anyway? Ifs just another excuse for college students and older adults to
drink beer, sit on their butts and let out random profanities for no particular reason.
We can do that in class ALL the time.
Hey, maybe that explains our poor national college
ranking. And we wonder why America is losing the
war to the Japanese
Anyway, happy viewing, don't O.D. on cheese curls
and may the sports be with you!
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Media stereotypes women
Despite any advances that have been made
for them in the real world, women continue
to be objectified and presented primarily as
sex objects in the world of the media
In addition to the fact that only women
who meet certain standards of beauty and
glamour prevail in our media, these women
are also continually shown in compromising
and subordinate positions. Just open the
nearest fashion magazine and take a look for
yourself.
The first thing you may notice as you flip
through its pages (provided you're not
already brainwashed by the way women
have been treated in the media for years) is
the lack of racial diversity. Yes, a lot more
ethnicities are represented in the modelling
field now than in days past. However, the
majority of models are still white, and too
often dark-skinned ethnic women are presented as exotic animals to be tamed.
Another thing you can't help but notice are
the skinny as toothpick bodies of the models.
Their perfect, poreless skin is easier to ignore because readers can just think airbrushed, airbrushed, airbrushed. But when it
comes to their lithe. Barbie-doll figures,
many women refuse to be satisfied until they
have achieved similar standards with their
own bodies.
One problem with this attitude is that all
women have a different body shape largely
based on heredity and other factors beyond
her control; most likely, it is genetically Impossible for her to attain a whole new body
shape.
By the way, speaking of Barbie ~ sometimes considered the prototype of female
perfection - her measurements are actually
physically impossible for any woman to attain ... not to mention her feet are formed
only to fit high heeled shoes. Excuse me who do I throw my tomatoes at?
A variety of ideas exist as to why thin
equals attractive when it comes to women in
the media For example, the less space a

JULIET
COOK

woman takes up, the less she'll have to be
reckoned with. For this reason, women are
encouraged to have small, "feminine" appetites in everything from food to sex.

"Barbie's measurements are
actually physically impossible
for any woman to attain... not
to mention her feet are formed
only to fit high heeled shoes.
Excuse me - who do I throw my
tomatoes at?"

These kinds of attitudes have fostered
outbreaks of eating disorders, like anorexia
and bulimia, among many young women and
have led to feelings of low self-esteem and inferiority among many others.
Such attitudes have also created another
widespread phenomenon that is just as

alarming - plastic surgery. Face lifts, liposuction, collagen implants... women are getting everything from their noses to their
breasts altered to conform to the media's
specifications of the perfect woman.
Is it vanity or is it low self-esteem Incurred by the pervasive influence of the
media that causes countless women to have
their features modified for beauty's sake?
For one thing, women are made to feel that
once their youth is gone, their beauty vanishes right along with it. For example, wrinkles may be considered distiguished looking
in older men, but they are seen as just plain
ugly in aging women. In fact, any sagging
body part is viewed as unattractive and is
expected to be corrected by a woman who
really cares about her appearance.
The ridiculousness of the plastic surgery
trend is reflected in this remark made by
syndicated columnist Anna Quindlen, concerning the medical establishment's failure
to protest harassment of doctors who perform abortions. "The big medical organizetions were more fired up about our right to
choose breast implants than they have ever
been about our right to choose abortion.''
This clearly indicates the warped perspectives and priorities reflected by the medical
establishment, by the media and in the attitudes of women themselves.
The object if icat ion of women in the media
influences the way others see women and
the way women see themselves. When women in the media are so often shown as sex objects, they tend to be viewed as such in the
real world, too. This undoubtedly leads to an
increase in sexism, sexual harassment and
other sex-related violence.
It is the responsibility of individual members of our society to realize that the media's
portrayal of women is not accurate and to
separate exploitlve portrayals of women
from reality in their minds.
Juliet Cook is a weekly columnist for The
News.

Justice's achievements not lost
To the Editor
With the death of Justice
Thurgood Marshall, the U.S. has
lost its most eloquent defender of
the Constitution.
Before being appointed to the
Supreme Court by President
Johnson in 1967, Marshall was
best known for serving as counsel to the NAACP, winning 29 of
the 32 cases he argued before the
Supreme Court.
Marshall fought for equal voting rights, urging the Supreme
Court to end the "white primaries" of the U.S. South in Smith vs.
AHwright(1944).
The Brown vs. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas case
(1954), which ruled racial separation inherently unequal, made
American laws more consistent
with its creed of freedom, liberty
and equality. As justice, Marshall
continued to contribute to the
progress of the U.S. legally living
up to its ideals.
He wrote the unanimous decision that saved the U.S. from

a Fahrenheit 451 scenario in the
1969 Stanley vs. Georgia case.
Said Marshall: "If the First
Amendment means anything, it
means that a state has no business telling a man sitting alone in
his own house what books he may
read or what films he may watch
Our whole constitutional heritage rebels at the thought of giving government the power to
control men's minds ... And yet,
in the face of these traditional
notions of liberty .Stanley
vs.Georgia asserts the right to
protect the Individuals mind
from the effects of obscenity ...
To some, this may be a noble
purpose, but it Is wholly inconsistent with the philosophy of the
First Amendment... the states retain broad power to regulate obscenity; that power simply does
not extend to mere possession by
the individual in the privacy of
his own home."
On economic equality, Marshall wrote that to exclude abortion funding from government

medical services provided to impoverished people would "brutally coerce poor women to bear
children whom society will scorn
every day of their lives."
Marshall went on: "I am appalled at the ethical bankruptcy of
those who preach a right to life
that means, under present social
policies, a bare existence in utter
misery for so many poor women
and their children."
In the dissenting opinion of the
famous Bakke case of 1978, Marshall defended the preferential
treatment of affirmative action:
"It must be remembered that,
during most of the past 200
years, the Constitution as Interpreted by the Court did not prohibit the most ingenious and pervasive forms of discrimination
against the negro. Now, when a
state acts to remedy the effects
of that legacy of discrimination, I
cannot believe that this same
Constitution stands as a barrier.
"The position of the negro today In America is the tragic but

inevitable consequence of centuries of unequal treatment ...
The dream of America as the
great melting pot has never been
realized for the negro; because of
his skin color, he never even
made it into the pot."
Brother Marshall greatly contributed to moving America
toward a more just society. Unfortunately, his last ten years on
the bench were spent trying to
maintain the achievements made
in individual rights since the
Warren Court.
It must have pained him as
Reagan and Bush tilted the Court
to the right, which will remain
conservative for many years to
come. Hopefully, when he died, it
was with renewed optimism for
the future.
In any case, America has km
an articulate voice for justice.
Rob Fetter*
Graduate Student
History
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Group looks to
abolish racism

page 3

Ah-Ha -- Here's Megadeth!

byJamlR. NoMel
student organization reporter

There are those who believe racism doesnt exist and even more
who believe It doesnt exist on our campus.
But, there's one group on campus determined to do more than just
talk about the problem - they are trying to solve it.
The People for Racial Justice Committee wants to educate our
community about the problem of racism and wants to eliminate all
racism in our area.
Behind the passionate words of this group are also passionate actions. They do more than just discuss the problems we face; they deal
with them head-on by becoming involved in racial incidents which
have occurred on and around this campus.
"We formally address racism on campus and in the community,"
Christopher Smltherman, co-chairman for the group, said.
Smltherman refers to himself as an egalitarian who is a person for
all human rights. He said the group addresses all people and while
they also address the issue of white supremacy, they are not blaming
anyone nor are they trying to discredit any members of our society.
They aren't concerned with who causes racism as much as they are
concerned with how to stop it, he said.
People for Racial Justice works with groups such as the Coalition
for Transcultural Enhancement and the Latino-Student Union on certain Issues. Smitherman said the group never runs out of things to do
and the group exists because there is indeed a problem.
Professor of education Conrad Pritscher and Smitherman lead the
group. Members consist of faculty, administrators and students.
The group welcomes anyone interested in making a difference and
changing things, Smitherman said. The committee has one very important goal which it strives to achieve with every issue they tackle.
Smitherman said the committee's goal is "to establish high morals
and ethics in mankind in order to reduce racism."
People for Racial Justice has been involved in several projects, but
one of the most important was bringing Black Entertainment Television to Wood County.
Group member Rick Nash was one of the key individuals involved
in bringing the network to our area
Another project the group initiated is the Racism Reduction
Center. The project is headed by Nash, but will be student based and
student run. The center will be in action sometime this year.
"We hope it will smash racism by bringing out the covert racism
that exists, and from there, educate to the point where the ignorance
is zero," Nash said.
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During his break, James Taylor looks for a tape at the Village
Preacher Bookstore, 133 South Main, Thursday afternoon. Taylor,

NCWI/DC.IK
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who was looking for a tape by Ray Bolty, visits the store at least
once a month.

Valentine pleads no contest

Ad Correction

by J.J. Thompson
associate editor

A no contest plea is not an admission of guilt, but
is treated like one for sentencing purposes.

One of Bowling Green's largest property owners
pleaded no contest Wednesday in Perrysburg Municipal Court to a disorderly conduct with a persistence charge.

The charges stem from a confrontation between
Valentine and people he claims made several obscene phone calls to his young daughter, according
to Valentine. He said he did not know the people
well, but became "fed up with it" when they repeatedly called his home.

Douglas R Valentine, owner of Piedmont and
Preferred Properties, was fined $150 and court
costs and received a 30-day jail sentence with a
30-day suspension. He was placed on probation.

"I handled it myself, instead of taking it to the $1 OFF any Footlong Sub
proper authorities as I should have," he said. "If I
did it wrong, that is my problem, and I'll have to
Sorry for the inconvenience.
pay the consequences."

Due to the error
of The BG News,
The Subway ad that
ran on Monday 25,1993
was incorrect.
It should have read

Home Falcon Hockey Tomorrow vs. UIC... Win a Trip to Florida I
Come sign-up for the Falcon Florida Flyaway.. . Drawing held at First Intermission!
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

Congratulations

Spring Break is Coming... 'TuTs)1"
It's time to party on the beach at
PANAMA CITY BEACH!
Coat:
• From $119 tor hotel
only
• From $205 lor hotel
and transportation
(costs are per person)
All rooms with
mini-kitchen are lull

BG News
Salesperson
of the Week
January 19-22, 1993

Sign up TODAY
In the Union Foyer
or until Feb. 11
in the (Sit® Office
330 Union.
($100 deposit
required)

DON'T MISS THE FUN!
MORE INFO? CALL 8S® 2-2343

Marc Varckette

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

Any 3 Large 11tem
Pizzas $14.99
NO LIMIT!

over 500 units with SUPER locations

Additional Pizzas - $5.00 each
Additional Items - $1.00 each

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

50 WINGS -$10.00

*

""4

1111111 i 1111! 11111

Mild - Hot - BB0
Mix or Match
TRY 'EM, YOU'LL LIKE 'EM - WE DO!
FREE DELIVERY 352-5166
BG's most award winning pizza
Offer expires Jan. 31,1993'

—
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Girl Scout cookie dough adds up
byShariL. Veleba
city reporter
Girl Scouting in America means badges. It
means cookies. It also means a lot of dough the kind that adds up in the bank.
In 1992,172 million boxes of cookies were
sold nationwide, up from 166 million in 1991,
and 165 million in 1990, said Ellen Ach,
senior media specialist at the national headquarters for the Girl Scouts in New York
City.
Ach said each of the 333 regional councils
for the organization sets the price for cookies, but the average cost is from $2.25 to
$2.75 per box.
Cookies for local Girl Scouts are baked by
the ABC Bakeries, in Birmingham, Michigan. "It's a seasonal thing," she said.
"They'll be asked to bake 10 million cookies,
and then they don't have to make anymore.
It's harder than an everyday sale - it's a
challenge."
In one instance, Ach said, a bakery wanted
to participate, but after the company looked
further into what was involved it opted to
forego the project.
"They realized they just couldn't do it,"
she said.
No one really knows when the first Girl
Scout cookies were baked, Ach said.
"It could go back to the 1900's, when it was
thought that the first Girl Scouts baked the
cookies themselves," she said. "The first
commercial baking began in 1934, in Philadelphia."

IN BRIEF...
The Student Environmental
Action Coalition is planning
an "educational picket"
against British Petroleum at
12:30 p.m. today in front of
the Student Services Building, where the oil company

will be interviewing students
for jobs.
According to SEAC member Bonnie Armstrong, the
picket is to educate students
about the company's environmental record and policies.

R.E. MANAGEMENT
113 RAILROAD ST.
352-9302
(next to Klnko's)

i
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•
Campus Manor
•
640 Eighth St.
•
841 Eighth St.
•
733 Manville
755 Manville
•
111 Manville
•
701 Fourth St.

$2.2 million and every troop earns 40 cents
per box. The Girl Scout organization is split
into five age divisions: Daisies, Brownies,
Junior Girl Scouts, Cadets and Senior Girl
Scouts.
Cindy Rossow, local service unit director,
said while Daisies are not permitted to participate in the sale, the other younger girls
sell the most cookies.
"Our Brownies are our number one
sellers," she said.
Rossow said she attributes the high Brownie sales to more enthusiasm for the project.
"I think they have more of a drive to take
the orders. A lot of people say to me, 'Who
can resist one of those little Brownies?' " she
said.
Rossow said safety for the girls is a big
concern during the cookie sales.
"They are encouraged to go [door-to-door]
in pairs or with an adult, to use the "buddy
system'," she said.
Claudia Finn, marketing director of the
Maumee Valley council, agreed with Rossow.
"Girls should never go by themselves.
They are not supposed to go into anyone's
home," Finn said.
Older scouts seem to concentrate on
"spot" or "booth" sales, Rossow said.
Carol Matthews, 9, is a Junior Girl Scout in
Bowling Green who recently participated in
cookie order taking.
"It's hard because you have to walk
around a lot, but you raise money for your
troops. It's good because you get a lot of
exercise," she said.

The Girl Scouts license their name to individual bakers who then develop various
types of cookies, Ach said.
Varieties in one region may not exist in
another region, she said.
"You might have different cookies 20
minutes from where you are," Ach said. But
she added that bakers are asked to always
make three favorites - chocolate mint,
peanut sandwiches and shortbread.
"Those are the core of what we sell," shesaid.
Several bakeries across the nation are
chosen to become "Official Girl Scout
Bakeries," she said. Regional councils then
make their choice of a bakery from that
grouping.
Ach said while Girl Scout troops nationwide are not required to sell the cookies,
it is highly recommended as a troop activity.
She attributed the increase in cookie sales
to growth in membership of the organization
and a larger U.S. population overall.
Money earned from the cookie sales goes
to the bakers, the troops and area Girl Scout
councils to help fund projects, Ach said.
"The girls vote for what the money goes
for," she said.
Debbie McLaren, cookie recorder for the
Maumee Valley Girl Scout Council, said the
1992 sales helped provide troop funding and
support for Camp Libbey, located in Defiance, Ohio.
"Last year 980,000 boxes were sold [in
Northwest Ohio],"she said.
Each box sold for $2.25, for total sales of

Rockledge Manor
313 N. Main St.
315 N. Main St.
317 N. Main St.
615 Second St.

825 Third St.

1940's Scout rule
forbid public sales
by Sharl L. Veleba
city reporter
Rich-flavored cookies sprinkled with history will be hitting
the streets soon, courtesy of local Girl Scout troops.
The Maumee Valley Girl Scout Council, based in Toledo, recently ended this year's sales pitch for cookies and delivery is
scheduled for sometime in March, said Claudia Finn, marketing
director of the council, which includes Bowling Green's Girl
Scout troops.
Carol Rubins, in charge of fund-raising and special events for
the council, said that in some areas, "booth sales" account for a
portion of the overall sales of cookies.
"We schedule locations around the city where the older girls
sell cookies in public," she said. "A lot of times the older girls
don't like to go door-to-door to compete with the younger girls."
Ironically, a rule from page 77 of the Girl Scout Handbook of
1940 forbid such public sales of products by troop members.
The rule stated that no Girl Scout under the age of 18 is permitted to canvass for or solicit funds in the capacity o" a Girl
Scout.
The rule further read, "In no case should Girl Scouts in uniform, either together or singularly whether with or without
their leader or some other adult member of the organization ...
engage in any form of soliciting money or selling anything that
involves accosting strangers in public places, such as streets,
hotels, restaurants or railroad stations."

Umbel
Continued from page one.

sonally feel the death penalty is
in order.
"If it were my son who had
been murdered though, I doubt
my ethical concerns would make
a bit of difference," he said. "I
would want to see him killed,
too."
Perhaps the most clear-cut
stance on the death penalty is the
one offered by the Roman Catho-

lic Church. According to the U.S.
Bishop's Statement on Capital
Punishment, most recently
released in 1980, the death penalty is absolutely opposed in all
cases.
"We need not take life for life,"
it states. "We can envisage more
humane and more hopeful and
effective responses to the growth
of violent crime."

SPECIAL WEDNESDAY LUNCH BUFFET
ALL YOU CAN EAT - 84.95 - 11:30-1:30
INCLUDES SOUP & APPETIZER
Wc serve daily specials: lunch, dinner, and cocktails

•lb v: SeiJlMC
C jjincsc Itystairant
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

352-9153

1616 E. WOOSTER

EVERYBODY wmrs
ANYBODY IS Rl JViVIIVCi
TO MISTER SPOT'S

It further states "the legitimate purposes of punishment do
not justify the imposition of the
death penalty."
These purposes cited are punishment for the protection of society, moral reform and retribution.

such as life imprisonment.
The Rev. Thomas Leyland, a
priest at St. Aloysius Catholic
Church, ISO S. Enterprise St.,
said although the Catholic church
does not condone Umbel's actions, the death penalty is uncalled for.

The Catholic Church maintains
that to be justifiable, the death
penalty must be demonstrated to
better serve these purposes than
any other form of punishment,

"The whole Umbel trial has
been surrounded by an eye for an
eye, tooth for a tooth mentality,"
he said. "Revenge is not the answer."

Ministers
Continued from page one.

"Giving John the death penalty
will appeal to the community's
basest instincts for revenge," he
said. "Unfortunately, it won't
bring back that cute little boy.
"I get the impression that people [in Bowling Green] have almost a lynch mob mentality.
What he did was awful ... killing
him is just as bad."
Shnapp said that Umbel is a
massively damaged man and
even if she believed in the death
penalty she would not think he
deserves it.

"It would be unjust to kill him,"
she said.
The Rev. Nick Nigro, currently
at St. Tom's, has known Umbel
for about one and a half years.
He said Umbel is a lonely, frightened man who always looked for
friendship within the walls of the
parish.
"He would always seem so
happy just to have contact with
me as one human being to another," Nigro said. "To kill
someone who is that needy ... It
would be wrong."

Stop by the office for further details.
Available for Summer and Fall.
"Quality Off-Campus Housing."

DOES WALKING TO CAMPUS
IN A SNOW STORM
MAKE YOU FEEL LIKE THIS?

The^eAttof a Lifetime ? 19.93*
Brook away* Braak oufl Big Bsoch-Big Fun- BIO VAUUB
Quality Ocaanfront Rasorls.
{"Wane
■eoertcomwOcaanfrontlnn
r^M®a_
2000 N. Atomic Ave
OT&.*SSS>
Mayan Inn - n«wly ntnovorad
^_arv\_ayjT^Atf\
103 S Ocean Av»
1-800-874-7420
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& Free heat & water
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© Laundromats
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White-collar jobs up one-third
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - America entered the 1990s with more than
three times as many lawyers as
firefighters, the government said
Thursday.
The 1990 census found the
white-collar workforce expanded
by more than a third from 10
years earlier, while blue-collar
Jobs actually declined, the Census Bureau reported.
And overall there were more
people performing executive,
professional or technical than
those making or transporting
goods.
That's a mirror image of America 10 years earlier, when skilled
blue-collar workers were the
larger group.
Nearly one worker in three was
an executive, technician or
professional, in 1990, compared
to one in four in 1980.

That broad category included
such jobs as financial managers,
accountants, lawyers, architects,
engineers, computer programmers, scientists, teachers, doctors and dental hygienists.
About one worker in five
earned a living making or transporting goods, compared to more
than one in four a decade earlier.
The jobs in that category included auto mechanics, washingmachine repairers, carpet installers, plumbers, factory workers
and truck drivers.
The number of executive,
professional and technical
workers grew by 38 percent in
the decade, to 35.7 million. The
number of skilled blue-collar
workers declined by more than 2
percent, to 27.8 million.
Economists say the effects of
the recession that began in
mid-1990 may have slowed the
growth in white-collar jobs since
then.

The recession placed large
numbers of workers at risk of
losing their jobs or having their
pay cut without the protection of
a union contract, said Malcolm
Cohen, director of the Institute
for Labor and Industrial Relations at the University of Michigan.
Since the last recession struck,
"people who have never been laid
off before are experiencing
layoffs for the first time," Cohen
said.
Even when workers kept their
jobs, they found themselves trying to live on less.
The business downturn caused
white-collar workers' wages to
tumble more than 4 percent in
four years when adjusted for inflation, said economist Larry Mishel of the Economic Policy Institute.
"It hit white-collar workers

harder than any recession we
had" since 1945, Mishel said.
One worker in 25 held a job requiring little education or training, such as construction laborer,
stock handler or garbage collector. In 1980, one in 20 held those
jobs.
In 1990, there were about
747,000 lawyers, nearly 225.000
firefighters, more than 2 million
cooks, and about 1.4 million textile workers.
The census also found these
changes:
Women in precision production, craft and repair work, up 20
percent.
Women executives, administrators and managers, up 95
percent.
Size of the workforce, 124 million, up 18 percent.
Size of the population, 248 million, up 10 percent.

Man turns self
in after robbery
The Associated Press

SANDUSKY, Ohio - A man robbed a gasoline station Thursday and used the money to buy crack cocaine before turning
himself in so he could get help with his drug problem, a police
detective said.
Robert Cavitt, 43, was charged with aggravated robbery. He
was being held Thursday in the Erie County Jail on $20,000 bond.
Detective Curt Muehling said Cavitt walked up to him at
police headquarters and said, "Excuse me, sir. I just robbed a
gas station down the street here and I'd like to turn myself in."
"They don't get much easier than that," Muehling said.
Cavitt told police he had tried three times to stop taking drugs
and thought being in jail might help.
Larry Spicer, Gastown assistant manager, said the robber
aimed a gun at him and said, "I'm sorry, but I'm sick and I have a
drug problem and I've got to have it (money)."
The robber took money from the register and tossed his
driver's license on the counter.
"Call the police. I want to get caught," Spicer said the man
said before leaving.

Kiln opponents dissatisfied Russians say spies
Environmental groups want state regulators to take action
Tt= ft ? ■ nn! II<-LPJ n>m->>

waste as fuel in the cementmaking process.
Last December, about 50
members of the group went to Lt.
Gov. Mike DeWine's house in
nearby Cedarville and asked him
to become involved. Do Wine said
he would relay the group's concerns to Ohio EPA Director Donald Schregardus.
On Wednesday, DeWine's office released a copy of a memo
from Schregardus responding to
residents' concerns. DeWine
spokeswoman Barbara Briggs
said the information was provide
to the coalition.
In the memo, Schregardus said
the kiln is regulated as an industrial furnace and that the
rules are as stringent and in
some cases more stringent than
standards currently used to regulate commercial hazardouswaste incinerators.
nfi.-tj.

The Associated Press

DAYTON - Environmental
groups opposed to the burning of
hazardous waste at an area cement kiln said Thursday they are
dissatisfied with the response of
state regulators.
"We're going to turn up the
heat," said Bruce Cornett of the
Greene Environmental Coalition.
"We are going to step up the
pressure to coincide with the new
(Clinton) administration."
Cornet t challenged the response of the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency to issues
raised by the group about plans
to burn hazardous waste at the
Southwestern Portland Cement
Co. kiln in suburban Bath Township.
The kiln wants to use a combination of coal and hazardous
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"What if that truck had been
carrying hazardous waste?" Cornett asked. "How would they
have gotten the school kids out of
that school given that there
would have been a toxic vapor
cloud?"

Rick Sahli, executive director
of the Ohio Environmental Council, said the EPA's response fails
to acknowledge the issue of
whether the kiln should be
treated as an industrial furnace
or a hazardous-waste facility for
purposes of regulation. As a furnace, the kiln can burn the waste
without having to meet the more
stringent standards required of
hazardous-waste facilities, he
said.
"That point is totally ignored,"
said Sahli.
Schregardus said in the memo
that the EPA is still investigating
the issue.
Cornett said his group plans to
made another appeal to DeWine,
in addition to planning a statewide protest at the kiln for next
month.
"You can probably expect
some arrests," he said.

will be rectified.
"We're hoping everything gets
resolved at this meeting," he
said.
DeCrane said he wrote a memo
in reply to the BSU and BBCA
which Indicated the service
needed to cease operation because of its violations to the Student Code and the BBCA should
notify him by Jan. 22 that they
have complied.
"The 'Just for You' escort service is in violation of the Student
Code because another escort
service already exists on campus," DeCrane said. This is in
direct violation of Appendix L
section I number 10.
DeCrane further said the
statement "an escort service designed specifically for the nonwhite woman" is discriminatory
by race, and as such, is a violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 which applies to institutions receiving federal funding.
"It is my obligation to enforce
federal and state law as well as
the Student Code," DeCrane said.
"The Implication of this Is that
the federal government could
hold federal funding from the
University. This must be taken
seriously."
Federal funding includes such
things as financial aid, grants
and any money received from the
federal government.
DeCrane said he received a letter on Jan. 21 from the BBCA and
the BSU which explained why the
BBCA was not being discriminatory and gave examples of other
student groups which they said
could be seen as duplicative,
such as Women for Women.
However, DeCrane said Women for Women always have open

He said two assessments have
determined that the risk posed
by the kiln to nearby residents
and the environment is negligible.
But Cornett said one of those
risk assessments also estimated
the probability of an accident involving a truck carrying hazardous waste to the kiln at only one
every 360,000 years.
A truck carrying stone near the
kiln on Monday struck a car,
crashed through a guardrail and
overturned, dumping its load into
a creek not far from a school,
Cornett said.
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defecting to West
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The Associated Press

ly how many agents jumped to
the West in 1992. "But in comparison with the past, it's up," he
told The Associated Press after a
news conference devoted to the
results of the ministry's first
year.

MOSCOW - Russia's Security
Ministry admitted Wednesday
that the country's spies are
defecting to the West in growing
numbers.
Top officials of the counterintelligence agency also claimed
great success in catching corrupt
officials and major criminals at
home.
They also denied that substantial amounts of nuclear material
are being smuggled out of the
country for sale abroad.
Alexander Dukhanin, deputy
head of the ministry's investigative branch, blamed "the
very difficult political and economic situation" in Russia for the
rise in defections by former KGB
agents working abroad.
Dukhanin refused to say exact-

Laid out on tables at the Lubyanka, the former KGB headquarters and prison, were piles
of diamonds, heroin, hashish and
guns confiscated from criminals
in Russia during 1992.
Journalists were invited to look
at contraband Polish watches,
ampules of morphine, 18th century religious icons and stacks of
$100 bills, both real and counterfeit.
President Boris Yeltsin said on
Jan. 19 that Russia was quickly
overtaking the West in organized
crime and becoming a "mafia
power."

meetings and never said the
group was designed for only the
female sex.
"They have to understand that
this office shares the same concerns as they do," he said. "We
want to meet the needs of all students, but they have to understand that I have no choice in the
matter because no service can be
provided for only one sex or one
race."
He said he did not hear again
from the BSU or the BBCA until
Monday morning when he recieved a flyer which said a meeting had been scheduled to discuss this issue.
"I am aware of what can and
cannot be done," DeCrane said.
"It's my job and I know these
things. I do not question my decision."
DeCrane also said he is not
sure whether the BBCA and the

BSU discussed the issue of liability.
"All escorts with the University Escort Service are screened,
they have a background check on
them done to see if they have a
police record, they are trained in
campus safety, they wear identification and are in constant contact with a dispatcher when they
are escorting someone home," he
said.
DeCrane said the next step if
the BBCA and BSU refuse to
comply with University standards as described by the Student Code, would entail the termination of activities sponsored
by the BSU and the BBCA.
"Of course we don't want that
to happen," he said. "The next
step is up to them."
The open meeting is scheduled
at 4 p.m. in the Alumni Room of
the University Union.

Events
Continued from page one.

PUT YOUR
VALUABLES
IN A
SAFE PLACE.

Helmets make riding more comfortable and fun. Not to mention safer.
Protect your most valuable
asset. Always wear a helmet.
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events could be cancelled.
"It would set precedence because if they take the escort service off campus, then they could
take off other black activities,"
he said. "And if the BBCA is
found discriminatory, it would
end our program."
The BSU and the BBCA said
they scheduled this meeting to
resolve the issue - not to start an
argument.
"The meeting will help us to
start this dialogue that is so desperately needed ~ it's not designed to start a war," Luster
said. "It's so that we can take a
stance on our objectives and we
are hoping that we can explain
our position and he'U see we're in
no way trying to be discriminatory."
He also said he feels that once
all parties make a sincere attempt to understand, the issue

COME SIGN UP FOR THE FALCON FLORIDA FLYAWAY... DRAWING HELD AT FIRST INTERMISSION!
Home Falcon Hockey Tomorow vs. UIC... Win a Trip to Florida!

f

Greenbriar Inc.

Hurry now!
Limited number left for fall.
IJCheck out our following listings:
•
•
•
•

Columbia Court Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments

$ 224 E. Wooster

352-071Z_J

P€TS
WCICOMCD!
Yes, at some locations we do rent to tenants
with pets.
Locations:
• 115 Blackford, Portage (2 bedroom house)
• 142 Buttonwood (1 bedroom house)
• 203 S. Church (2 bedroom duplex)
• 228 S. College (1 and 2 bedroom
apartments)
• These just name a few. Stop in for our
complete list.
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leers try to gain Jackson ignites Cowboy win
ground on MSU
by
Randy Setter
Setter
By Randy
sports writer
One goal losses have been
common for the Falcon hockey
team lately. Last weekend, they
came away from a homestand
with 4-3,5-4 losses to Ferris State
and Lake Superior State. Previously the Falcons have dropped
one goal contests to Ferris State
twice at 4-3 and the North Dakota
6-5 overtime loss. This weekend,
the Falcons will try to reverse
the trend as they face Michigan
State on Friday and IllinoisChicago on Saturday.
Michigan State, currently
fourth In the CCHA with a 10*1
record, hosts the Falcons, mired
in seventh with a 7-13 record, in
East Lansing tonight for their
first meeting this season. BG
hosts ninth-placed Illinois Chi
•cago on Saturday. The Flames, at
5-10-2, were beaten 3-2 by the
Falcons back in early November.
The Falcons have had a problem with concentration and motivation as of late. Both of last
weekend's losses came on late
game faceoffs with Ferris scoring off a faceoff on the right and
a blown faceoff coming on the
left. The Ferris loss was especially disheartening since BG won
the majority of the faceoffs up
Until that point.
Team captain Ty Eigner was
disappointed after the Lake Superior loss, but felt the team was
heading in the right direction in
terms of motivation after hanging with the Lakers until the late
stages of the contest.

up for teams like Michigan and
Michigan State.'
Head coach Jerry York rated
the team's play at 75 percent
against Ferris and 98 percent
against Lake Superior. He felt
the differences in play where a
result of frustration and a lack of
concentration.
'Terris played a grab and hook
style, which we didn't match up
well against,"York said. "The
winning goals were a result of
defensive breakdowns on
faceoffs they won cleanly."
Goaltender Pat Mazzoli also
had a hand in frustrating the Falcons. Mazzoli turned away 41
shots and held BG leading scorer
Brian Hoizinger scoreless, the
second time in the past three outings.
Michigan State brings a lot of
talent to tonight's game. Center
Bryan Smolinski leads the CCHA
overall scoring with 21 goals and
44 points. Goaltender Mike Buzak stands second in league
overall goaltending with a 2.63
goals allowed average and third
in saves percentage with .902.
UIC is lead by Rob Hutson and
Derek Knorr, each with 24
points. Hutson leads the CCHA
with 13 power play goals. Goaltender Jon Hlllebrandt has
posted a 4.26 GAA and a .883
saves percentage. He stands second in the CCHA with 556 saves.
Hoizinger, despite the three
game slump, still leads the
team's overall scoring with 22
goals and 39 points, but fell two
points behind Sean Pronger's 30
points. Pronger is within one
point of Hoizinger in overall
scoring with 38 points, with 20
goals.

This Sunday, the top two teams
from the NFL - the Dallas Cowboys and the Buffalo Bills - get
together to play in what has become the greatest spectacle in
racing. Yes, it's Superbowl
Several Odd Roman Numerals.
I'm a big football fan because
I've always enjoyed a sport in
which the least likely, neverbefore-heard-of -underdog-type
player can, in one moment of
glory and excitement, get
knocked unconscious with a flagrant groin injury.
This, to me, is America.
And I like the Cowboys in this
match of titans because they
symbolize coach Jimmy Johnson's hair.
Ridgid.
Immovable.
Covered with gels.
But I'm no homer, no fanweather fan. I've always been a
Cowboys fan. This dates back to
my formative years, growing up
with my oldest brother, Devin,
whose tender yet stern "bigbother" attitude showed me it
was a Barrett Tradition to root
for the boys from Texas.
"Go Redskins!" I'd yell, oblivious to the family way ... and
he'd smash me in the mouth with
a crowbar.

"You're a Cowboys fan! Got pressing days for a young fan
like myself.
it?"
Those losses were hard to swal"Stop it!" I'd proclaim in bloodied agony and he'd smash me in low, but the single saddest mothe mouth with a crowbar. Even- ment of my short life came when
the Joe Montana-led 49ers
tually, I was converted.
defeated Tom Landry's club in
the '82 NFC Championship. This
game ended on "The Catch"
which catapulted Montana to his
first of about 26 Superbowl victories, most of which were over
John Elway's Denver Broncos by
My first memory of Dallas an average score of 99-2.
But those days are gone and
("America's Team") is when they
took on the gridiron giants from Dallas is on the verge of greatPittsburgh ("America's Ulcer In- ness once again. And here's WHY
flammation"). Yes, the Steelers "America's Team" will reclaim
and the Cowboys locked helmets their position as the ultimate
in Super Bowl XIII. The Steelers football franchise, the way the
were mean. They were tough. good Lord intended:
Their defense was nicknamed,
Offense: The Cowboys feature
"The Steel Curtain" because they Emmitt Smith, Troy Aikman and
occasionally put on musicals dur- Michael Irvin, all superstars in
ing halftime, like "Oklahoma" their own right. The Bills,
and "Fiddler on a Hot Tin Roof or however, showcase Jim Kelly,
Whatever," a tender, plucky Andre Reed and Thurman Thosong-fest about several poor mas, who's possibly the best allWaterboys growing up during the around player in the game. Jim
French Revolution...
Kelly, though, is getting more
Anyway, they were a dynasty - and more bald with every passthe team of the 70s ... a tougb, ing down. So how could he play
smelly club from a tough, smelly looking like THAT? I mean, come
city. And they defeated Roger on! What a dweeb.
Staubach's proud Cowboys twice,
Edge: Cowboys
in Superbowl X and XIII. DeDefense: Dallas has the top D

CONNELL
BARRETT

in the game today: They're quick,
young, handsome and quite popular with the ladies. YOWZA! But
they'll be stricken with a giggling
fit when they take a gander at
Kelly's shining, hairless dome,
crippling their efforts.
Edge: Bills
Intangibles: Look for announcers Dick Enberg and Bob Trumpy to engage in highly banal
conversation, like this:
DICK: What's it gonna take for
Buffalo to overcome this young
Cowboy defense?
BOB: There gonna have to play
good football, Dick.
DICKOHMYYYY!
Final forecast: The Bills take
an early lead, appearing to be on
the brink of their first Superbowl
win. But Michael Jackson's stirring halftime rendition of "Ben"
brings a collective tear to the
Cowboys' eye, stirring their emotions, which they ride to a quadruple-overtime victory and the
reinstatement of a dynasty.
Then, a rifle-wielding sniper
kills that big, fat "I'm a Big Fan"
guy from CBS, kicking off a week
of festivals and parades because,
let's face it, the guy deserves to
be whacked.
OHMYYYY!

Swimmers clash out of conference
by

David

Hirpstar

I

sports writer

The Bowling Green men's and
women's swimming teams venture out of conference this weekend when they host Xavier and
Findlay on Friday and travel to
', "We felt better this
Wright State on Saturday.
game,"Elgner said. "We realize
The women's team is coming
Goaltender Aaron Ellis main- off a crucial victory against the
how good we can be. Now we
have to bear down and learn to tains a .893 saves percentage in Miami Redskins last weekend,
win. We learned we can't just get CCHA games and a 3.30 GAA while the men will look to re-

Seniors,

As for this weekend, Gordon
bound after dropping last weekviews it as an opportunity to preend's meet to the Redskins.
Head coach Brian Gordon was pare his teams more for the upextremely pleased with the way coming MAC championships.
both his teams performed last
weekend. "I thought the women
"This weekend gives us the
swam as well as they have in a chance to swim on consecutive
couple of years," Gordon said. days, with very little turn-around
"Now the trick is to come back time between the two meets,"
and perform as well in a month at Gordon said. "That is something
the MAC championships. The that we will have to deal with
men swam very well but I think when we get to the MAC chamthey were simply beaten by a pionships and this should better
prepare us."
better team."

Gordon will also use this weekend to evaluate some of his
swimmers in their third, or "off",
events.
"In a typical dual meet, one
swimmer may swim two
different events," Gordon said.
"At the MAC championships, that
number may increase to three
events. This weekend we want to
look at certain people in their
third events."

This is it!
!• j

to be photographed
for the 1993 yearbook
senior section.

Don't worry about scheduling an appointment!
Walk in to 28 West Hall and get shot!
This Is your last session
and your last chance. Call now!

Our professional
photographer is here
today
only!

372-8086
Walk-ins accepted! Come to 28 West Hall, 10 a.m.-1 p.m.;2- 6 p.m.
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FALCON

BASKETBALL

BOWLING GREEN vs OHIO U.

Winning is a question Hottest team in MAC
who shows up to play tangles with Bobcats
It's hard to tell which men's
basketball team will show up to
play against Ohio Saturday in
Athens.
Will it be the team that lost two
straight falling first to Ball State
at home, 61-59? Then traveling to
Oxford for a 82-57 shallacking by
Miami last weekend. Will it be
the team which committed 23
fouls against the Redskins while
shooting 43 percent (21-of-49)
from the field? Will it be that
team which played like its still
summer league and the biggest
problem they have is who
brought the Gatorade?
Or by some small miracle will
head coach Jim Larranaga lead
the same team that wiped
Western Michigan off the court
Wednesday when they drop
kicked the Broncos 68-45. It's
hard to believe it's the same team
that played the two previous
games. Against the Broncos, BG

shot 56 percent (24W-43) from
the field while limiting them to
41 percent (21-of-Sl). They also
outrebounded WMU 35-19, while
committing only 6 personal fouls.
But which men's basketball
team will show up against the
Bobcats remains to be seen.
"I think every night presents a
different set of circumstances,"
Larranaga said after the WMU
game. "Tonight, Western Michigan didn't shoot the ball particularly well. We go to OU and it's an
entirely different set of personnel. The situation is entirely
different. So, we'll have to look at
the game tapes and come up with
a game plan. Tonight's game plan
worked to perfection."
A possible threat for the Falcons may come from junior Jeff
Boals, a walk-on, who totalled 30
points, 12 rebounds, and 6 assists
in the Bobcats' two games

against Western Michigan and
Akron. Boals his 8-of-13 attempts
from the field (62 percent) and
14-of-16 from the line (88 percent).
Freshman Gary Trent continues to lead the MAC in scoring
(17.3 avg.) and field goal percentage (.676). Trent is also
fourth in rebounding averaging
8.1 a game.
Ohio leads the league in team
offense with 72.5 points per game
while BG is sixth with 66.8 points
a game. The Bobcats also lead in
field goal percentage (48 percent) and free throw percentage
(75 percent).
The Bobcats share fourth place
with BG with a 4-3 Mid-American
Conference record and a 7-8
overall mark. Ohio is coming off
a 91-81 loss to Central Michigan.
BG is now 4-3 in the MAC and 7-8
overall.

Pity the poor Ohio University
Bobcats.
Hey, they're not a bad team
and all. They've got considerable
talent in their starting lineup and
lie a respectable sixth place in
the Mid-American Conference
with a 4-3 record.
However, the 'Cats picked the
right time to play the wrong team
- namely, the Bowling Green
Falcons.
The two teams will tangle in
Athens Saturday afternoon.
The Falcons are the hottest
team in the MAC right now. With
their convincing 84-59 dismantling of Western Michigan
Wednesday night, BG (6-1, 11-4)
took a stronghold on the conference race. Western and BG were
tied for first going into the matchup, but the Broncos let the Fal-

cons run away with the victory
late in the first half.
With its position secure at the
top of the MAC, BG knows that It
is the team that everyone will be
gunning for, including Ohio.
Falcon head coach Jaci Clark
spoke about the conference race
after the win on Wednesday.
"It's good to be on top," she
said. "We've come out of a cluttered situation. It feels good."
BG won't be able to take their
next opponent lightly, though
Ohio, 7-8 overall. Is a very dangerous team. A few weeks ago,
the Bobcats pulled one of the
most surprising upsets of the
season, handing Western Michigan its first loss of the season.
OU is coming off a 61-59 victory over Central. The close
score indicates that the team is
able to play well down the
stretch.

"We have to get ready for a
tough match down at OU," Clark
said on Wednesday. "That's not
going to be an easy game."
The Falcons have a lot of factors on their side. For starters,
the result of last year's contest
down at Athens was BG 95, OU 83
- the 'Cats surrendered 56 second-half points to the Falcons.
For Bowling Green to win Its
10th straight game, it will have to
find a way to contain senior forward Kelly Weir. Weir has been
phenomenal for Ohio this season,
averaging 17.4 points and 7.3 rebounds per contest. She shoots 52
percent from the field and 88
percent from the free throw line.
Other contributing players for
the 'Cats are center Holly Skeen
(10.6 ppg, 5.9 rpg) and junior
point guard Terra Petty, who has
over 50 assists on the season.

Huger brings versatility to Falcons
by Steve Seasly
sports writer
"How do I love thee, let me
count the ways."
-Elizabeth Barrett BrowningFor BG basketball coach Jim
Larranaga and the rest of the
Falcon players and fans, there
are numerous reasons to love
Michael Huger's diverse roundball capabilities.
From pinpointed passes to
clutch jump shots to intense defensive prowess, the source of
these admired skills portrayed
by Huger is his persistent struggle to be the best and never allow
complacency to deteriorate his
manufactured skills.

Huger's disciplined regiment
to continuously improve has
opened the eyes of many opposing coaches around the league.
Miami coach Joby Wright believes Huger is in a class by himself.
"Huger has the ability to take a
game over at any given time. He
is definitely one of the most dangerous players in our conference," Wright said.
Larranaga agrees with
Wright's assessment to the utmost degree and then some.
"Michael Huger should be given serious consideration for the
Naismith Award for players
under six-feet tall."
While Huger gladly accepts

Michael Hu
Year
1991
1992
1993

Tht BG Newi/Tcresa Thamai
BG point guard Michael Huger looks to put a move on Western Michigan forward Shawn Wightman
during this past Wednesday's game.

G-GS
29-7
29-27
15-15

FG-A
71-152
125-281
83-178

"I always got discouraged
about basketball when I was little
because I wasn't very good, but
my mother always told me to just
work hard and good things will
come to me," Huger said. "She
always gave me that good compliment to keep me going."
Huger's hard work has paid
dividends for himself and the
BGSU basketball program.
Huger, a 1991-92 second team
All-Mid-American Conference
selection, is currently averaging
team-highs in scoring (15.9) and
assists (3.6) per outing. As a unit,
BG Is one game out of first place
in the MAC after thrashing frontrunner Western Michigan on
Wednesday night.

Pet
.467
.445
.466

FT-A
49-65
86-111
56-64

Pet Pts Avg
.754 204 7.0
.77535212.1
.875 237 15.8

"I lead by example," Huger
says. "I try to keep the guys motivated and coach keeps me motivated. My court vision and the
ability to see everybody else on
the floor is my best skill. I try to
get all of our players involved as
well as keep myself involved." '
Don't be fooled though Huger
possesses the key ingredient
needed in competitive sports to
excel, the ability to adopt a killer
intinct in crucial stages of
games. The primary tool he utilizes to deliver this knockout
punch Is the transition game at
the offensive end of the hardwood.
'Transition offense Is the best
part of the game because you
have the opponent at your mercy.
They don't know what you are going to do. You can shoot, pass or
back the ball out and set up the
offense," Huger said.
Unlike most featured players,
Huger enjoys doing the little
things that make a team success'
ful. To him, winning is everything, even if it means sacrificing his individual skills to enhance the performance of the
team.
"I want to go out and do the
little things that don't show up on
the stat sheet, like diving for
loose balls and taking control of
our team. Our main goal is to win
the MAC Championship. We are
just taking one game at a time,"
he said.

these words of praise, he realizes
that prosperity has its price. If
conference coaches know you
well, officials do also.
"Being in the spotlight puts a
lot of pressure on me and I get a
lot of calls going against me. Getting into foul trouble is the worst
Huger is so dedicated to this
part of the game of basketball,"
year that he hasn't thought about
he said.
his future in the game after his
BG days are etched in stone. For
When Huger isn't in foul trou- now, he is driven to make this
ble, he is the floor general on the season his best year at BGSU yet
court. Wright calls Huger "an ex- That means winning the MAC Titension of the coach on the floor." tle. So, will this be his best year
According to Huger, he has a- atBG?
dopted a passive leadership role
where actions speak louder than
•Til tell you after this year,"1
Huger said smiling.
words.

Teams face topsy-turvy time during this weekend
by Rutty Miller
The Associated Press
The forecasters predict more
of the same in the Mid-American
Conference.
If that's the case, put on your
shoulder harness and crash helmet because another month like
January and even the survivors
of the men's basketball race will
have sustained some dents.
"It hasn't been like this as long
as I've been in the MAC," says
Kent's Dave Grube, in his first
year as head coach after six
years as an assistant. "Ball State
had a couple of great years. Cen-

tral had a good one. Eastern had a
good one. But this is the first
time it's been like this."
"Like this" Is a topsy-turvy,
tightly-bunched group where a
team can go from worst to first in
the span of two weeks.
Consider what happened on
Wednesday night alone:
OThe two teams tied for first
place starting the week both lost.
Ball State at Toledo and Western
Michigan at Bowling Green.
Toledo came in with four wins in
14 games, while Bowling Green
was coming off a 25-point league
loss. And the Falcons beat
Western by 23 points.

OThe last-place team, Central
Michigan, had little difficulty in
knocking off Ohio U., which was
tied for third and just a game out
of first.
OThe home team won four of
the five games, and in all four of
those instances the victor had a
worse record than visitor.
OThe only visiting team to win
was Miami of Ohio, which beat
Eastern Michigan 69-62. But just
10 days earlier, Miami was beaten at home by Ohio U. by 13
points.
Go figure.
Saturday's games find Kent at
Ball State, Toledo at Miami,

Bowling Green at Ohio U, Central at Akron and Eastern at
Western.
In the bumper-car race called
the MAC standings, Ball State
(14-5 overall), Miami (9-4) and
Western (8-7) share the top spot
with league marks of 5-2, followed closely by Bowling Green
and Ohio U., both at 7-8 overall
and 4-3 in the conference. Kent
(6-9) and Toledo (5-10) come next
at 3-4 in the MAC, followed by
Akron (7-8), Central (69) and
Eastern (7-11) with 2-5 marks in
the league.
Ball State coach Dick Hunsaker tabbed Kent as the biggest

surprise of the early going in the
MAC. No one thought of the
Golden Flashes as being anything
more than doormats, but Grube
has gotten the most out of a roster that includes nine freshmen
and three veterans with a combined scoring average of 9.2
points a game last year.
"For having nine freshmen,
we're hanging in there," says
Grube, a former head coach at
Heidelberg and Capital before
moving to Kent as an assistant.
"Even the games we've lost in the
MAC have been decided by three
or four points. They've been

much closer than people might
realize because we've had to foul
and they've hit the free throws."
While others vie for the regular-season title, Kent has set its
sights considerably lower. Eight
of the MAC'S 10 teams are Invited to the conference tournament, which will be held 11-13 at
Battelle Hall in Columbus, Ohio,
this year.
"We were picked to finish
10th," Grube says. "Our goals
have been to Just be competitive
and to make the tournament
field."
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Firestone is king of interview bodyguard
l ' -

by Glen Lubbirt
sports editor

tta, Rlddick Bowe, Marshall
Faulk, Garrison Hearst, Dexter
Manley and Just about every
other famous athlete whose had
Las Vegas, NV -Isiah Thomas, some story to tell has said it all to
Desmond Howard, Glno Torre- one man, Roy Firestone.

Since 1980, Firestone has been
mastering the art of the interview with the experiences and
insight of the sporting community, and it's a craft he's learned
quite well. Firestone, who Sports

The BG Newi/TIm Norman

Roy Firestone of ESPN's •ports talk show "Up Ctose" takes time to mug for the camera while
out la Laa Vegas for the Las Vegas BowL
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Congratulations to the New
Sig Ep Position Holders
Rick Runge
James Forse
Brandon Dynes
Steve Horvath
Billy Price
Bart Eyler
Scott Ryan. Chris Juliet
Don Bumbulucz
Zack Green
Chris Juliet, Heath Critchett
Matt Bachman
Chris Heizer, Brad Smith

Activities Chairman
Academics
Guard
Jr. Marshall
Sr. Marshall
Career Opportunities Chairman
Files
Neophyte Coordinator
Greek Activities Chairman
Study Tables
Sports Chairman
Computer Room Chairman
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the criticism and apply It to myself," Firestone said. "I will admit it as a kind of device, but It
also separates myself from getting into a personal situation
where I can be more objective as
a third voice.
"I believe that's one way of
making the guests feel a little
less under the gun, a little less
assailed. Does it take a certain
degree of heat off me? Maybe it
does, but it also puts me in a position where I'm not going to make
them feel uncomfortable with

by Dive Goldberg
The Assocaited Press

LOS ANGELES - The Super
Bowl got its annual sideshow
Thursday when the peace and
harmony the Buffalo Bills had
hoped for was shattered by a debate over what happened between Darryl Talley and Magic
Johnson's bodyguard.
"Nothing happened," Talley
told the 200 or so people who surrounded him at the Bills' media
session.
Making his guests feel comAfter about 10 minutes of quesfortable in an interview is some- tions, Talley, one of the most cothing that has helped Firestone operative and affable Bills, stood
get the biggest and best guests up, grabbed a microphone, and
right as news is happening. said:
Whether its bringing the Helsmari Trophy candidates to his
"ATTENTION EVERYBODY!
show or going on location at the NOTHING HAPPENED! OK?"
Major League Baseball All-Star
All this came over something
Game, Firestone has been able to that happened at Roxbury, a
put the most insecure guest West Hollywood night spot, on
through the interview paces.
Sunday night.
But after interviewing so many
According to the first account,
superstars, Firestone was bound in Wednesday's Fort Worth Starto run into someone whose per- Telegram, Talley was punched in
sonality just didn't rub him right. the nose by Johnson's bodyguard,
That person was Detroit Piston identified only as Anthony. The
All-Star Isiah Thomas.
incident reportedly took place
after Jim Kelly and Talley di"I didn't like him going in and rected pointed remarks at Johneven though he has a lot of people son.
who say, 'Well, he puts on a good
show, so to speak,' I think he was
"It's no story," Johnson said
being very sincere," Firestone
said. "I think not making the Thursday. "We're all laughing
Olympic Team really hurt him. about it. Darryl Talley's laughing
Discussing how he feels about about it and Anthony's laughing
who he is was very, very im- about it. I told everybody that if
pressing and sincere. I came the guy had hit him, he wouldn't
be playing. Then you'd have a
away liking him a lot more."
Firestone said he tries to find story."
That didn't stop the Bills'
endearing qualities in every athlete he interviews because he media session from turning into a
understands the pressures that general circus.
they are constantly put under.
It's also another reason why he
O Coach Marv Levy implied
tries so hard to make his guests that some Dallas Cowboys plantfeel comfortable.
ed the story. "Nice try fellas, but
"I'm not a person who looks at clumsy. It's no story at all."
life cynically," Firestone said. "I When he was pressed again, he
don't look at athletics very cyni- finally cut everyone off. "No
cally. I look at sports as fun and more questions. Let's talk about
games, essentially, with some se- the game."
a Bills' general manager Bill
rious overtones. There's no doubt
about it, serious issues inter- Polian said: "Everyone denies it.
It's not a story. Why is everyone
twined into that.
making a big deal about it?"
O Kelly waded through about
"I look at what's happened in
sports journalism as becoming a 150 media members and said:
little too cynical, a little too skep- "Crossfire!" "I was there for 5
tical. It's almost a little too de- minutes," he said. "If something
manding of the athletes to be happened, I didn't see it."
"i Linebacker Cornelius Bensomething that maybe their not
capable of being all things to all nett said nobody could possibly
know what happened.
people as it were."
Roy Firestone has done over
"I was in the same place along
3,500 shows in 13 years and has
at least another full year and two with guys from the Cowboys and
more on an option with ESPN. players from a lot of other NFL
teams," he said. "It's a hip place
to go to. There were singers,
movie stars, TV stars. It was so
crowded anybody could have
bumped anybody. I got my foot
stepped on several times but just
blew it off."
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COME JOIN THE
1993 HOMECOMING COMMITTEE

Illustrated has called the "best
interviewer in the business" took
a small talk show
called"Sporfslook" from the USA
network and transformed it into
a daily half-hour of interviews
with the biggest names in the
sporting world. The show, now
entitled "Up Close" with Roy
Firestone, airs on ESPN five days
a week.
"Obviously, they're very similar shows," Firestone said
abouf'Sportslook" and "Up
Close." "I mean a sports talk
show is a sports talk show.
There's no getting around that.
Any show I host is going to look
the same where I'm interviewing
a ball player. The set is different.
The music's different. Some of
our guests are different. Some of
our contributors are different.
The point of it is, it's my show
and I host it."
Entering his 13th year in the
sports interview format, Firestone has done over 3,500 shows
and with that much experience,
he has collected a number of
colorful stories about some of the
nation's biggest athletic stars.
While it's hard to pick his most
interesting interview, Firestone
said that his talk with former
Washington Redskin defensive
end Dexter Manley ranks among
the best.
"I asked him about the fact that
he wrote in his book that he had
twins in bed and was almost
killed by his first wife because
she caught him in bed with the
two women," Firestone said.
Manley was upset and told
Firestone to stop the tape, claiming he was being misquoted.
"I said, 'Wait a minute. It's in
the book.' He said, 'Let me see
the book." I guess he never read
his own book," Firestone said.
"He eventaully said, "Those weren't twins, they were just two
people. They weren't related.'
That's why he wanted to stop the
tape because it was inaccurate.
That's the whole reason.
"I told him that it was awful titillating. 'What does that mean?'
he asked. Well, it wasn't what he
thought it meant. I eventually
told him that's when you sensationalize a story. He said, 'Well,
they were sensational.' But that's
a different story entirely."
While Firestone may have been
direct with Manley, his usual
interviewing practice is to roll a
tape of someone else's comment
and then allow his guest to comment from the tape. It's a technique that has opened up some
criticism to the ESPN star.
"I certainly have people who
wonder why I don't put the axe to
[my guests] or why dont I take
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2 blocks away
ONE and TWO BEDROOMS

CALL 354-3533
480 Lehman Ave.

THE CHINA

Hot Off The Wok
FAST FREE DELIVERY
N. Main St.
S. Main St.
Woodland Mall Full Service
Express Service & Drive Thru
352-8230
353-1231

KAPPA SIGMA
PI KAPPA ALPHA
PRESENTS

HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY HOURS

6 to 9 Friday, January 29 at Mark's. $2.00 cover.
All proceeds benefit MDA. Open invitation to all BGSU Students

January 29,1993
GRADUATE STUDENT
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM (OSP DP)

CAMPUS EVENTS
•OSEAThis is your last ohanos 10 sign up tor the
OSEA professional Make-II Take-It Workahoppresented by Carson Delk»a Don't miss ttiis
opportunity lo learn about the 1.000 ideas that
can enhance your future classroom
Date: Feb. 13. i9M9-3p.ni.
Fee: StOContaci Suz« at 3S3-1S40 to reserve
your spot
AIL THE NEWS THAT'S FIT TO READ.
BOWLING GREEN RADIO NEWS
meeting: Mon.. Feb. 1st
where: 203 West hall
when: 9 p.m.
Al L MAJORS WELCOHEI
get involved in news, sales, pr I
ALL THE NEWS THAT'S FIT TO BFAD
AM those Interested in a HISPANIC fraternity
Peter Osboume from Ohio State Univ.
will be here Jan. 29 at 6 OOp m
2nd Floor Student Services Blog
to discuss it. Please attend to show your interat
Are you an artist? We need t shirt designs for
Earth Day soonl If Interested, please contact
Dee at 2 1409 or Andrea at 353 4274
ATTENTION! ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED
TO TAKE ELE ED. METHODS COURSES
(EDO 350, 351, 351. 353, 355. 356) MUST
APPLY FOR METHOOS THE SEMESETER
BEFORE ENROLLMENT! DEADLINE lo apply lor FsU 1993 Eat. Ed. Methods: Tuesday.
February, 2, 5:00 pm. Application forme
available In 529 Education.
BIATHLON TRAINING PROGRAM - Get in
shape for BGSU Biathlon and Spring Break!
Into mtg. Mon, Feb. 6 Sp.m Rec Center

The BG Nevus

Nominations tor departmental Development Leadens have bean requested from
Department Chairs and Graduate Coordinators Development Leaders assist with
the planning ot GSPDP activates. If you are
a Graduate Assistant Interested In .forking
title spring summer aa the Development
Leader tor your department, please contact
your department chair or graduate coordlnetor.
Kappa PM
A Christian woman's service organization
Coma Join ua
Open meetinge Jan. 24 A Jan. 31 - 9p.m.
University Lutheran ChapeJ-ecroea from
Rodgers. Cell 372-194* tor more Ink).
Kappa PM

OSEA MEETING
Thurs.Feb 4.19M
8:00p.m.
Community Suite. Student Union
The College of Educ. and Allied Professions,
The Depl. ol EDAS. and OSEA proudly present Dr. Carol Shakeshaft At our meeting she
will be discussing "Gender and Equality " Dr.
Shakeshaft has written over 60 articles on a
vanety ol gender issues, and has won numerous awards for tw outstanding research
and writing in this field. Everyone is welcome to
attendii
W8GU FM88.1
will be training for new DJ.S. Class starts
Thursday. Feb. 4th in 105 South Hal at
9:00p.m.

OPERATION MORE.
Minorities On the Road to Employment
Wad, Fab. 3,19M
630-8 30pm.Lenhari Grand Ballroom
Open to all majors Freshman through Graduate Students
Full time positions. Co-ops. and Internships
availabls
Don't miss out>l
REGGAE TRIBUTE TO BOB MARLEY WILL
BE ON SATUHDAY. FEB. 27 IN THE N.E.
COMMONS WITH OROOVEMASTER. A
CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION EVENT.

Ckd you know that BG University YMCA has
exoting adventures planned for this semester
through our Events/Adventures Program?
Come and see what we're planning every
Tuos.al9pmin105BA

THE BLOOOMOBILE IS COMING!
THE BLOOOMOBILE IS COMING!
FEB. (-12 ATTHE N. E. COMMONS
10:30 AM-4:30 PM
FOR A PRIORITY APPOINTMENT
CALL 352-4575

GAY/LESBIAN and CATHOLIC'
Support Group Forming
Contact Steve at St. Thomas More
Parish, 352-7S5S

Law Society Meeting
Tuesday. Fab. 2nd

8 p.m. In Room BA 110

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

OOPS! - We goofed!
? The correct prize amounts for the
Buckeye Bonanza Tournament
are as follows...
/—-s
1st place: $50
2nd place: $20
3rd place: $10
(bowling only) SS@

We are sorry for the mixup.
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

FOJNO Girl's gold * diamond ring found in
University parking (01 Call 352-4624 to claim.

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant? Need support?
We can help FREE and confidential sen/ices
Pregnancy tests, counseling and support
groups. BG Pregnancy Ceoler 3S4-4C73.

PERSONALS

Gonna Maka You 3.W.E.A.T.H
Supervised Workout Exercise And Training
Come workout (swinVrun) at the Student Rec
Center. This supervised workout will help you
get in shape lor Spring Breakand the
SRC/intramural Biathlon Workout at 5 pm
Sunday-Thursday beginning Monday, February 8th For more information call 2-7482.
""Awesome Spnng Breaks' Bahamas Cruise
Includes Meals $279. Panama City Room with
Kitchen $119, Key West $249. Oaytona (Kitchens) $149. Cancun $459, Jamaica $4791
1-800-678-6386.
"Delta Gamma Twins"
Denae and TnaaGet psyched for an awesome weekendl Hope
you're eiated lor iniialfonMI
LITB.
Chris
DGDGDGDGDG
LACHES-looklng for that special VALENTINE?
Find your computer-perfect match'
Wnte to "BO Love Connection". University
Hall, Box 79 for details. Confidentiality assured
- pseudonyms or fust names OK Results by
Feb. 141
Last chance guitar sale - ends 2/6/93. All
guitars 15-20% off-case at half pnee.
Little Otde Music Shoppe
MEN-LOOKING FOR A SPECIAL VALENTINE?
Find your computer-perfect match I Write to
"BG Love Connection". University Hall, box
79 tor details. Confidentiality assured - pseudonyms or first names OK. Results by Feb. 14!

Be A Leader...
You can make a difference!
USG Senators Needed For:
- At-Large Senator
- Off Campus District *
- District 3 * (Kohl Hall and
Founders)
For each area you must live in the district you are representing

Duties Include:
e Attend weekly
General Assembly
Meetings,
e Address the needs of
your constituents,
e Develop and research
bills that would benefit
your district,
e You must be in good
standing with the
University.
Pick up Applications
Friday Jan. 29
405 Student Services
Due back
Wednesday, Feb. 3
by 5 pm.

-ks.

AGO'AGO-ACID
Alpha Gams love the V.I.P.'S Keep up the
spirit, we ars behind you all the way)
AGO-AGO"AGO
AGO'AGO'AGO
Congratulations lo LAURA JEDACEK
andSTEVEN MICKEY on their recent engagement!
Love, the sisters ol Alpha Garni
AGO'AGO'AGO

LOST & FOUND

LAST LECTURE
WINEILiROWNeCome hear Or. Browne speak under the pretense *iat this Is the last Lecture- of his IHal
114 BAIuHeenf 1:00pm.
Wsdnssdsy, February *, MM

'Needed for 'S3 94 academe year:'
1 -2 te or couple lo share 2 bdrni.. 2 bthrrn. apt
Own rm . own bath, onHe laundry, AC. pool,
shun* lotrom campus dally Call Krysse
3S2-S4B3. leave message

AGO'AGO'AGO
Congratulations to HELANIE KEHPTON and
JASON 3MUPE on their engagement!
Love, the Sisters ol Alpha Gamma Delta
AOO'AOO'AOO
AGO'AGO'AGO
Congratulations to RENEE FORESUAN and
the mock ma) team on their first place undefeated finishl
AOO'AOO'AOO
AGO'AGO'AGO
Congratulations loLOH LANESE and MATT
VRANrCH on your recent pearling!
Love, your Alpha Gam sisters
AOO-AOD'AOO
AGO'AGO'AGO
Congratulations LAUREL STUSEK and MIKE
VOLL on your recent pearling I
Love, the sisters ol Alpha Gamma Delta
AOD'AOD'AOO
AGD' ALPHA SIG'AOD
The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta wish to
congratulate KARA KOMAREKand DARREN
DUNN on their lavaliering
AGO'ALPHA SIG'AOD

cJttTP

W

UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

DG DG TWINS DG DG
MELISSA and TERRA
I hops you ars looking forward
to INITIAT ION ILITB AMEE
DG DG DG - Jaims Hessman DG DG DG
Congratulations on Initiation
We love you - Dawn and Julie
DGDGDGDGDGDGDGDGDGDGDGDG
DG DG Knsten Carpenter DG DG
Get exerted for initiation this weekendl I'm so
proud of you-You're the 8ESTII
LITB.
Cristen
DGDG Knsten Carpenter DG DG

AGD' SK> EP ' AGO
The sisters ol Alpha Gamma Delia wish to
congratulate JULIE SMITH and Sig Ep Alum
TOO SACKELLA on their recent pinning
AGD • SIG EP'AGD
Alpha Prii' Alpha Phi

Carol.
Better late than never) Congratulations on your
pearling to Tim Espen
love.
Your family
Stacy. Julie, A Shae
ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERSMI PARTY
LIKE OODSIII Panama dry »i39. Key West
(269 Quality accommodations. FREE DRINK
PARTIESI Call Joe Endless Summer
1-800-234-7007
Beta Day is Coming
Campus Tour Guide
Position. Open!
Appscatens are available at
110 McFafl Center and are due
Wednesday, February 2. Auctions
Del be haw February S-12.
JOSH THE FUN!
GREAT WINTER SPECIALS AT CAMPUS
POLLYEYES
White pizza - pan crust with garlic butler instead of pizza sause. 7" meatball sub, choice
of seafood salad or chicken salad A soup or
large soup with garlic bread. All at a great
price"
Campus Poilyeyes ' 440 E. Court
Greek Pride and Greek Unity
April 24.1993

SEE IT AND UNDERSTAND

Do YOU hsvs s Summer Job?
...Related to your Major???
Start NOW.
Fr, So. Jrt. NEW co-op. come to
CO-OIP KICK-OFF
Friday, Jan. 29th
4:30 pm - 1007 BA Building
BE THERE! Details: 372-2451
February is Pop Month
All pop muse 10%off
Little Okie Music Shoppe
Frklaysat8r.lh.iii
T he beat Happy Houre4-9p.m
Prices cannot be printed

teooover352-6707
Fuji Neopen Fuji Neopen Fu|l Neopen
400-36 Exp. Available at Ben Franklin
154 S Mam 352 0219
Lowest price in town Same day B.w processing available.
RELATIONSHIP GROUPIII
Did you grow up in an alcoholic substance
abusing homo? Are you experiencing problems in a current relationship due to someone
else's alcohol or other drug use. If this sounds
Iste you, a support group is now forming to en(lance communication in relationships around
these issues. Please call Sheila or Ellen at
372-2130 tor information. Deadline 2/5/93

Sigma Kappa'V.I.P.s
Keep up that wonderful Sig Kap spirit!
You guys srs great)
Mr CteveJonos
founded the AIDS Quilt
How does his profsct affect YOU?
Find out more soon from UAO...
New arrivals at Campus Pollyey es
"DuveT from Belgium. "Batemans XXXB" from
England. "ASAHI" from Japan PLUS imported
beers from 13 other countries) Jom usst440F.
Court.
PR
PERSHMQ RIFLES
WED FEB 3
7 15 Bm 253 Memorial Hall
Everyone welcome!
Find out what it's all about!
PERSHING RIFLE!

M

continued on p.10

Toledo
Medical
Services, Inc.1
Reproductive Health Care
for Women

Abortion to 17 Weeks
24IIR. PHONE SERVICE

Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates
All Services Singly Confidential
5164 Monroe St.,
Toledo, Ohio
1-800-367-2036
885-5700

rGo forl

Resume Service
Special Student Package
m depth interview today, typeset
resume with computer disk tomorrow

124.95
Satisfaction Guaranteed
372-1648
SAE SAE SAE
Congratulations to Bobby Zumpf
Winner of the MAC tennis Championship
SAE SAE SAE
SAE SAE SAE
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon with to
congratulate Scott Bailey on hit recent lavaliering to Laura Wolfram
SAE SAE SAE
Save BIG on Spring Break '93!
jamaicarCancun from *449-Fk>nda from Si 39
Organize group travel FREE!
Call SUN SPLASH TOURS 1 -800-426-7710

Border
StudenVYouth Airfares How Available
Belbw CNy
$149*
Guatemala City
»«•

Coita Rica

$I7S*

TejueMjalpa

IMS*

Quito

MM*

•F»TS aft s»cr«.

wsjy Dncdori a founotrip purrei
GeDartjfW from Cc-«um0u.( Clncinr* <y Ce«*iana,
Btt.-con to apQV ana teas arc not irvouOcd

Council Travel
8 E 1381 Ave. Columbus, OH 43201
1-614-9.94-8696
Call lor a (ME Student Travels Maeaiinc

Have you chocked Pauper's Books lor dass
books? Large selection of literature, young
adult, popular non fiction Generous discounts
on new books. 206 N Main 352 2163
HURRY. HURRY. HURRYI
Time is running our!
Applications for Fal
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
are DUE FEBRUARY ISthl
There's still ome for you to
see another part of the U S. I
Call 2-2451 for more info.
Introducing Italian Style Pizza
el DIBenedetlo'a. 12" M 25. add tl.00 tor
additional Herne 352-4663.
JENNIFER LEBLANC
DAYO ME SAY DAYOI One more day and you
can drink legally)) And we thought you were
OUT OF CONTROL before!!
HAPPY B-DAY! AIMEE and LISA
Kappa'Beta'Kappa'Beta'Kappa
Congratulations to Mary Nestor on her recent
lavalienng to Beta Theta Pi Dan Whirl.
Kappa'Beta'Kappa'Beta'Kappa
Kappa'Kappa'Kapoa-Kappa'Kappa
Officers ol the Week Jodl Sharer
Kristin. Dob..
Sister ol the Week Kelly B ricking
Kappa-Kappa'Kappa'Kappa'Kappa
KKG'KKG'KKG-KKG
The Sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would
like to congratulate Jen Reed on her pinning to
Kevin Marts
KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG'
KKCKKG'KKG'KKG'KKG
Conraniationa toJen Faniuz who will be
spending Spnng Break in Ch.ns
KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG
Check out our guitar strings and strsps. Guitar
strings starting at $3 75/set Bass guitar
strings starting at tt9.g5/aet. Guitar straps
starting at $3 95 each.
LitM Okie Music Shoppe

CO-OP STVfOENTS:
Now la the time to update
■fffoQ In • new reeome
and a NEW copy of your
unofficial transcript
(tree at your cd leg. office)

Summer |obe ere HERE!
Oueatlone? 2-2461

Come TRI to Bl - BIATHLON TRAINING
PROGRAM: Info Mtg. Mon Fab. 6. Sp.m flee
Center
Congratulations
Sig Ep Brother ol the Week is Hog

KKO'Skj EpTCKQ-Stg Ep'KKG'Sig Ep
Congratulations to Jodie Shafer on her pinning lo Sigma Phi Epsilon Mark Need
KKG' Sig Ep'KKG'&g Ep'KKG'Sig Ep

'

Sexual Harassment it more prevalent at BGSU
than you may imagine. If you want to be involved m a new program which explains University policy on sexual harassment to victims
cat 372 6354 TODAY Training it soonl

DG DG Stacy Procopo DG DG
Initiation's almost hare-Get e.cited for a great
weekendl
LfTB.
Julie
DG DG Stacy Procopo DG DG

Myles Pizza available by the slice

Ages 17-24 for Guyflei Stale Beauty Contest
(216) 256-3123.

a o a u

DELTA GAMMA PLEDGES DELTA GAMMA
Don't Stop rh nmng about tomorrow
Don't stop nil soon be here.
Pledging is gone.
Initiation will soon be her.'
We love our Wedges)
DELTA OAMMA PLEDGES DELTA GAMMA

(«*»*£

BAR & GRILL

Located in Woodland Mall nexl lo Hills

352-8228

SUPER BOWL BANANZA
1/2 off Appetizers
Special Happy Hour Beer Blast
From 1-9 Sunday
Play the SuperBowl Challenge
Near Your Favorites Team Colors

Alpha Gamma
Delta
J\Tcw Initiates
1993
Melissa Pelt
,
Am.'iih la Jester
Deannu Kn/ami/k
__^
<~" ', Hrenda Iiellanco
Kim Steinnictzj
/py~ «*7^ l;
Laurel Slusck
Rclicoca Mucliilllcck 7 ,' iW -'
.Jennifer Vogcl
taiim Jcdaeck \J>S V
\,
I.ynn Kaminski
Metallic Kempton )
•—-v>5/
TiiTany Shlfrin
Deb Eberly
jgKelly lewis
Andrea Ross
*y
Julie Krlsko
Charissu I.aul>
I-ori Davis
Cindy Andrews
Kelly Ilarrigal
Heidi Ilurtman
Tammy Killcan
Kniinn .Tones
ICindy Davidson
Duwn Ilatliawny
Allison Taylor

WAY TO <;0!!

The BG News
PR - PCRSMINO RIFLES - PR
Jeff PWicoff
Tern Andreoni
CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR NEWEST MEMBERSi
YOU MADE m
PR - P£ RSMING RIFLES - PR
Ouerter'e Bar 1 Ortll
SUPERBOWL BANANZA
v? off appetizers
Special Happy Hour Bear Blast
from 1 -OSunday.
Play the Superbowl Challanga
Wear your favorite team colors.
Woodland Mall

ZBT
TIME OUT FOR CATHOLICISM
Six weeks of con versa sons on babels of Catnolie* • Tuesdays, beginning February 2.
7:30-8:30 PM. SL Thomas Mora Parish Canlar.
Tired of the snow?
Spend next semes tar somewhere warmor simply somewhere different1
Don't miss the boat1
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
INFORMATION SESSION
Thurs .Feo «tr\ 1993
230 p.m.
Tail Room. 3rd Floor, BGSU Umon
Call 2 2451 to reserve a seall
LAST INFORMATION SESSION UNTIL FALLI

SIGMA KAPPA • SIGMA KAPPA
The Sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate their wonderful new initiates Welcome forhe bond 11
SUPER BOWL SPECIALS
Any 3 Large 1 Item Pizzas for $14 9
MOtlMITi
Additional Pizzas $5.00 each
Additional Items ti 00 each
PISANELLO-S • 8.0. 3S2-S1M
Good at Weslon. Brad net &
Norm Baltimore locations
Super Bowl Party at Brathaua
Sunday bar opens a! 4p.m.
Happy Hours all night
Hot dogs ft bratwurst available

The brothers of ZBT would like to airland their
congrarulaDons to Jay Boodheshwar on hie
pinning of Anne Clauser.

WANTED
Housemate wanted. Non-smoker Own room.
$150 plus utilities. Lance 655-3084
I'm searching lor 1 roommate to share an
apartment for next year. Must beresponsible.
academically serious, and financially secure.
Please call 352-2559 between 9-5 and ask lor
Martha.
Male student needed to fill apartment.
Available now Own bedroom.
352-7385 or 353-0325.

YOU WONT WANT TO MISS THISI
LAST LECTURE by
DR. NEIL BROWNE
Wednesday. February 3
0:00p.m.
114 8A Budding
Sponsored by Alpha Lambda Delta

Male subteaser needed
Own room. LOW RENT, elec. S phone.
Call Jim at 841-5398
Male sublease! needed nowl
Sl50vmo. plus unl Furn Own room.
372-5720 or 352-0870.

YOUNG LFE
Young life Is a non-denommatcnal
ChnsDan Outreach to high school kids
If interested, call Todd at 352 2650
or Krislenal 3S3-6905
or Jm Hudson al 1 -841 -8044

Now seeking...1 - 2 Fa. miles for Spr 93 to
share 2 bdrm. upstairs apt. in house. Fenced m
back yard, off street pkg. Interested? Call
352 9575 eves
Room male wanted. Swo/month Low utilities.
CaJI353-221Satler5pnv

HELP WANTED

January 29,1993

Camp Counselors Wanted:
Magnificent coed weight loss.
All sports, crafts, sawing, ceramics.
computers, WSIs, theatre, piano, dance,
aerobics, weight training, n fiery.
backpacking, kitchen, office
Camp Shane. Femdale. NY 12734
212-877-4844
EASY ASSEMBLY any hours. $339 84 week.
family ol 3 earns $4417.92 monthly. FREE In
formation 24 Hour Hotline 801 -379-2900 Copynght»OH0294S2.

Helpll My Christmas bills have come m.
Buy my ImageWnter II color printer.
Only $250.00 Call Scon 3724763.

Fitness Specialist. Pan Time. 2-3 days/week.
Working with children and aerobics experience
preferred. Call Holiday Park Fitness Club at
874-8442.

Jr. or Sr. Human Resource Mgmt. major
needed lor pan-rime Spring/full-time Summer
employment. For more info, call the Co-op Office at 372-2481.
Residential Assistants needed for full-time,
part-time, and substitute positions working in a
residential setting. Varied available shifts include 6:30-9a.m . 2:30-10:30p.m..
I030pm.-Ba.m. Mon.Frl.: Day 8 evening
shifts on weekends a holidays. Benefits w' Kill
time positions 8 some part time positions Salary range is $6 to $12.70 per hour Applications
need to be completed (resumes not accepted)
at Wood Lane Residential Services 11160 East
Gypsy Lane Rd . BG (at Northeast Comer or
Wood Lane Industries Bog.) E.O.E.
Seasonal employment available as a whitewater raft guide m W. Va. Experience not required. Must be 16 years old. have current
CPR and First Aid. Contact North American
River Runners. PO Box 81. Hico. WV 25854.
1 800 950-2585 EOE

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
- fisheries. Earn S800+rweek in canneries
or $4.000./month on fishing boats.
Froo Iransportanon1 Room & Board'
Over 8.000 openings. Male or Female.
For employment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext A5544

SUMMER COUNSELORS ATHLETIC EXPERIENCE
Outstanding New York State COED Children's
Resident Camp two houra from New York City.
Beautiful facilities
914-893-3037 - Camp Kennybrook. 19
Southway. Hartsdale. New York 10530

Attention Business students and entrepreneur
student works painong is currently hiring sellmotivated students to fill summer mngmt. positions. Work in home town this summer while
earning S6.000-8.000 and gaining business
knowledge Contact Paul Evans for more info.
(614)538 7665.

Summer job at Put-In-Bay women's apparel
shop. Housing available. Contact Anita Brown,
evenings, 1 -628-6878.

OEORGt TOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD ST.
NOW RENTING FOR 1993-94. 2-BR 8 1BR
UNITS. WELL-MAINTAINED. FULLY FURNISHED. SCHOOL YEAR AND 12 MO.
LEASES. REASONABLE RATES. ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED ACT EARLY PHONE
352-4966
Great House
1 block from campus.
Six females needed
lor Fall 1983
Call 353-3538.
Houses 8 apis lor 93-94 schootyeer.
12 mo. leases only starting in May.
Steve Smith: 352-8017.

Large king-size water bed
Waveless. $200.
Can 354-4407. Tom.

Government Job Guide - Federal Government
is hiring $te,000-$62.000 per year Amazing
24 hour recorded message reveals details.
(419) 352-4548 extension 275

(200 -WOO WEEKLY.
Assemble products at home. Easy i No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREEInformation-24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2900. Copyright aQH029450.

Customer Sales/Service
$6.25 to star:
Work FT or PT 10-40 hrsywk. Flex, schedule
around classes. Start at entry level w/ career
advancement available. No door-to-door or
telemarketing. No exp. needed. College scholarships awarded. Interview at mam office and
work locally ApplicaDon into •419-321-5365.

Cencun. $429: Daylona. $149, Panama CHy,
$119. Spring Break tnps gang last. Call Joe tor
tesv. 353-2228.
CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200
88 VW.
$50
87 MERCEDES
$100
85MUSTANG
$50
Choose from thousands starting $50
FREE Information 24 Hour Hotline.
601 -379-2929 Copy right SOH029410

Bolle Ski Goggles. $75.
Nintendo a 7 cartridges. $175.
Matthew, 372-1063.
Smith Corona electric typewriter ml built-in dictionary. Very nice. $100 O0O. Call John
353-1610.

Houses for Rent
12 mo. leases - May or Aug.
Tenant pays utilities -1 mo. dep.
730 Elm. 2 bdrm , $3G0/Mey.
734 Elm., 4 bdrm., 2 bath. $700/Aug.
217 S. Colleoe.3 bdrm., $550/Aug
233 W. Merry. 4 bdrm., with loft, $660VAug
128 Man villa. 5 bdrm., 2 bath. $7S0'Aug
Call after 5pm ONLY 352-2330.

'84 Jeep Wagoneer. 4WD. air, AMfM cass.
pops. Very dean and runs greatl $3695.
686-5105

Houses, 1 42bdrm.apts
9 month, year and summer leases.
352-7454

FOR RENT
John Newlove Real Estate
319 E WooelerSl
(across from Taco Bell)

1 bedroom house and 1 bedroom apartment.
128 S. Summit tor Summer 1993 and 93-94
school year. 1-267-3341.

Summer a Fan Rentals
Over 500 units with super locations.
Call 354-2260

1,2.or 3 bedroom units. 1993-94 school year.
Year or nine month lease. Close to campus.
Phone 352-5111.
850 Scott Hamilton
Modern furnished, 2 bdrm. apt. lor 4 people
max 2 blocks from campus. Laundry faoi
AJC. Water and sewer Includ. No pets. 2
reserved parking places. 9 mo. lease, $650 per
mo., 12 mo. lease $595 per month. Available
May V3 287 3233 or 287-4255 after 6pm

Male student needed to fill apartment.
Available now. Own bedroom.
352-7365 or 353 0325
Need 1 roommate to sublease apt. w/ large
private bedroom $170/mo. Call 354-7460.
Special Spring Rates

APARTMENTS
601 THIRD
Grade 12 month lease
704FrrH
9 mo.. 12 mo., 8 summer leases
710 SEVENTH
12 month leases
352-3445

Spring semester leases.
2 blocks away, pool, clubhouse
Village Green Apartments
354-3533

FOR SALE
Cartv Rentals 352-7365
Apis 2,3.4 students
Houses 6.7.8.9 students
6 bdrm. apts - 6 students
Rental onTce located 316 E. Merry (3
All near campus.

BAHAMAS TRIP FOR 2I
5 days/4 nights
cruise passage, accomodanons. etc.
$250OBO. Call John 353-1610.

Sublease 1/2 apt. ASAP.
5th St. Own Room 110. Free heat.
513-435-0137.
Walk to campus Rooms in Victorian House.
Separate ent., Kit, TV room, ulils inc. Priv.
parking avail. Summ.. Fall, Spring. 352-5817.

Earn S10 per hour in your spare time working
on campus. Contact Paul Evans (614)
5387665

Across the street from campus
" Large two bedroom apartments
Furnished
• Laundry facilities
• Free heat, water, gas, and sewer
• 9 and 12 month leases available
Private parking lot.
Extra storage for tenant use
1
Outside deck

NEWIWE
Rentals

328 S. MAIN
OUR ONLY
OFFICE
352-5620

-The BG News

DEADLINE:
BAIE3;

n„.^..^,,„„„w,r=,i
CLASSIFIED
DISPLAY:
nn 4nm
.one
day prior to publication,
4 p.m.
-.,«u
■■
. +<- f 1"
A OR I2" ADS
.■
(The BG News Is not responsible lor postal service delays)
' (8 line Maximum) $6.50 per insertion
.pe-adareveopemne. $2.40 minimum.
2-(16 line maximum) $12.95 per insertion
$.60 extra per ad for bold face.
Approximaiety 35-45 spaces per line.

PREPAYMENT: js required tor all non-university related businesses and individuals.
NOTICE:
_77>e BG News win not be responsible lor error due to Illegibility or Incomplete information

Please come to 214
West Hall immediately II there Is an error In your ad. The BG News will not be responsible lor typographical
errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the nght to release the names ol individuals who place advertising In The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this Information shall be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose ol this policy Is to discourage the placement ol advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases ol fraud can be prosecuted.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
(■NAME (Print).
.ADDRESS _
'•SOCIAL SECURITY # or ACCOUNT #
|I<For billing purposes only)

PHONE#.

RE A C

|

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
■ (Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

I Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
1
Lost and Found
I
Rides
•
Services Offered
Personals

—
—
_
—

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

■ * Campus/City Event Ads: $1.00/ 1st day with a 35 word limit. Subsequent days regular rate.
Dates t0 a

I
■

ar

PP«

t

'
;
—
g Total number of days to appear

^^^

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)

Your Potential

There is no better or more cost effective
way to reach the BGSU market with
information about your goods or
services, your group or event
than with The BG News.
Market research has shown that
The BG News is read by more
than 90% of our potential
readers on any given day.

No other newspaper, radio or
TV station can make that
claim. No other medium
Is even dose.

THE BG NEWS
Phone: 372-2601
I
La

214 West Hall

So reach your business or service
potential with The BG News.
Call 372-2606 for help with
your advertising needs

I.Y.\ .Y.V.Y.Y.Y.V.Y.
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From the Editors...
Thanks (or tuning In to another
week o( an entertainment review
(eature information lists of things
to do-all kinds of cool stuff-filled
edition of Insider Magazine.
We have some new and are bringing back some old this week, so sit
tight for the ride - we promise It
will be worth your while.
Ever wish you could catch up on
your soaps without skipping class
or taping them every day? Well,
now you can read the latest on who
killed who, who's sleeping with
who, who's sleeping with who
again, and who's suddenly related

to who and so on and so on every
Friday in Insider. All of your
favorite daytime dramas are here,
along with the Beverly Hills
9)210 and Melrose Place
sagas. Even though most of us hate
to admit It, our noses are pressed
to the TV eight to 10 on Wednesday nights like peanut butter to Jelly.
Rock Gossip has also returned
after a one week absence, due to
our special year in review issue last
week. The local band scene is
hoppln' this week, and well worth
checking out at the bars.

On to more serious matters, the
parking problem here at the University has had everyone down for
quite awhile now, and staff writer
Dorian Halkovlch gathered facts
and opinions concerning the situation. Automotive critic Ross Weltzner goes on to tell us about the
North American International Auto
Show, while also recapping the automobiles of 1992.
Anyone need a Job? Can you
sing, dance or look good in a Yogi
Bear outfit? Kings Island is holding
auditions for entertainers, so if you
think you will be facing unemploy-

ment this summer and you fit the
above requirements, take a chance
and try out.
And lastly, former BG News Editor-in-Chief and current! nsfder
defector Jacqueline Porter informs
us that she recently received a
postcard from the ever-esteemed
past Insider God of Love and Desire Matthew Daneman, and we
are happy to say that he and Sasha
the Duck are alive and well, and
traveling the country. He claims
that he met the President, and even
got ole Billy to Inhale. Way to go,
Daneman!

There are two sexually charged
films in current release. Each was
so "explicit," In fact, that the
MPAA ratings board gave them
both the dreaded NC-17 rating.
Cuts were required of both before
the MPAA would allow their
releases under the more marketable R rating.
The films in question are Louis
Malle's Damage and Uli Edel'sBody of Evidence. Both movies
deal with the danger of sexual obsession and do contain - by American standards - "graphic" sex

Oh, I forgot
to go to Nolly's!

9{atty Ihriads
Clothing Exchange and Deiign
126E.Wooster
across from Modhatter'j

Open

I 9 pm Thurs. and Fri.

MANAGING EDITOR
Jane Kllgore
ART DIRECTOR

8TAJT WRITERS

'Damage' is by far better film, 'Body' will bring in the bucks

by U.ivul Huffman
Insider film crilic

Kirk Pavelich

Laurel Pajer

Skin Flicks
scenes. That is where the similarities end, however.
Damage Is a brilliantly involving
story about a successful British politician, Stephen Fleming (Jeremy
Irons), who has a torrid and selfi destructive affair with his son's
lover, Anna Barton (Juliette Binoche). As their relationship becomes
more and more Intense, Stephen's
obsession grows to alarming proportions and culminates in tragedy.
Body of Evidence is a tedious
and dull "mystery" that Is longing
to be the Basic Instinct of 1993.
Willem Dafoe, of all people, stars
as a lawyer who gets caught up in
the raunchy sex life of his client,
Madonna, who has been accused
of killing her rich lover with sex.
The story chugs along at a disturbingly slow pace, occasionally coming to a screeching halt for an
amazingly unerotlc S&M sex
scene.
Malle's film out-classes Edel's
movie on all levels, most notably In
the acting. Oscar winner Irons
gives an Intricately layered performance as a man struggling to
control an uncontrollable desire.
Dafoe is a talented actor miscast as
a romantic lead in an unromantlc

EDITOR-IN-CHIEP

Dave Basklnd
Curt Conrad
Courtney B. Gangemi
Dorian Halkovlch
David Huffman
Jason Hunt
Mellnda Monhart
Mary Okom
Jacqueline Porter
Scott Rowe
Ross Weltzner

D*mag«

film. Binoche's Anna Is a woman
who has never been able to control
her power over men and has the
most expressive eyes of any actress
working today. Her performance is
as deep as Madonna's Is superficial. Once again Madonna proves
that she has the dramatic range of
a catatonic pig on the screen.

Malle, however, has a better
track record for eroticism, starting
with his 1958 film The Lovers all
the way up to Pretty Baby In
1978 with Brooke Shields. While
there Is a certain violence in the relationship between Stephen and
Anna, their sex scenes are tastefully done and very sensual, especially
their first encounter.
It seems almost cruel to compare
Perhaps Body of Evidence
could have been a better film If the Damage to Body of Evidence
because Malle's film Is In a comIntended eroticism would have
been conveyed more effectively. If pletely different league than Edel's.
Malle's movie is a fascinating charthis was to happen, Edel should
acter study which calls to mind the
never have been chosen to direct
best parts of Last Tango in Paris.
this picture. Edel established with
Edel's Is the latest vehicle for anhis Last Exit to Brooklyn, a
other laughable performance by
wonderfully depressing film, that
he has a dark and unerotlc cinema- Madonna. The tragedy is that more
people will see Body of Evidence
tic vision of sex. The man who
than Damage.
brought us the unnerving gang
Body of Evidence is now playrape of Tra La La (Jennifer Jason
Leigh) in Last Exit shouldn't have ing at the Woodland Mall Cinebeen counted on by any producer mark 5. Damage Is showing at the
to deliver a sexy film.
Franklin Park AMC in Toledo.

-T>J-

zrr SHOP

352-4048
1055 /2 N. Main St.
1

Same Building as B.G. Truck Accessories
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Starclub
Starclub
Island Records

to eight lines that the singer sings
over and over and over. It's very
hypnotic, to the point of where I
want to buy into the message that's
integrated into the song, whatever
The self-titled StarClub is a fanthat message is. That's one thing
tastic first offering from the Lonabout the album that I had a probdon-based band. Three childhood
lem with, you really can't tell what
pals, singer/guitarist Owen Vyse,
he's singing about.
guitarist Steve French, and bassist
Julian Taylor (the drummer, Alan
The other problem I had with all
Starclub
White, Joined recently) formed the
ten tracks of the album is that I
group in junior high because, Vyse
think they must have forgotten to
says, "We all liked the Beatles and
mix the guitar solo tracks to the
Billy Child
no one else In our school did. So
songs. I mean, every song screams
to Get" which is slated as the
we decided to Just start a band."
band's first U.S. single - ("Sitting in "INSERT INSANE GUITAR
Then you realize you're sitting at
The band paid tribute to the Fab the rush hour of a wet and windy
SOLO HERE!" but there are none. home getting the same vibes from
Four by naming themself after a
Thursday. Only one more day 'till
It's Just that same solid hypnotic
the amazing trio of Jazz pianist Billy
bar the beatles played in Hamburg. Friday.") But they recover nicely
groove.
Childs, bassist Tony Dumas and
The sound is what the Beatles
on "Let Your Hair Down" drummer Billy Kilson.
Favorite song has to be "The
would have sounded like If they
f ("You've got sensual abilities but
hadn't gotten Into acid. The result
Final Nail." I found myself headJaded sensibilities.") These two
This Is Childs' fourth album to
is a deep and soulful Beatles
banging to the groove of the rusty
tracks really make the album
date, where he has redone some
sound while Vyse's voice comes
swing that can be heard cranking
old Jazz favorites along with his
worthwhile. The song "Call My
out likeWorld Party guru, Karl
Name" really sounds like the Bea- away throughout the entire song. I originals. Listeners can be treated
Walllnger, without the voice efrarely head bang to a song.
tles, while "Forever" has hints of
to works from greats like John Colfects. Producer Chris Hughes (Paul Lloyd Cole and could easily be a
traine and Leo Robin.
VH-1 hit. This Is a very steady deMcCartney and Tears for Fears)
Actually, the whole album is a
but album that will be a difficult one fresh listening sensation. Oh, and
The songs switch from upbeat,
to tire of.
toe tappln', free flowin' Jazz, to
by the way, it does sound better at
-Scott Rowe
haunting ballads in minor keys.
a high volume.
-Michael Zawacki
But, either version was an exThe Hair & Skin Trading Co.
tremely relaxing change from the
Jo In Nine G Hell
Billy Childs
trite and overplayed.
RCA Records
Portrait of a Planer
Windham Hill Records
Songs to note: "34 Skidoo,"
with its dominant bass track and
I really thought I had slipped a
dud of a CD Into my player when I
solo. "The Island," a slow moody
Picture yourself in a smoky Jazz
song where Childs moves across
read on the Inside cover "Accurate cafe In New Orleans, or a little
closer to home at Rusty's in
Playback Achieved only at High
the piano keys and blends perfectly
Volume." After I pressed play I had Toledo, or even Grounds For
with the bass and drums, and "It's
Thought, where the music's good, You or No One," an upbeat fast
to eat my words.
the conversation's flowing, and the paced song chock full of freeThe Hair & Sldn Trading
drinks are cold (except at Grounds flowing Jazz.
Co's album, entitled Jo In Nine
-Jacqueline Porter
G Hell, is surprisingly enjoyable to of course).
listen to if you like psychadelic
heavy metal. The bass Is a constant
driving force on all ten tracks. The
guitar has a raw distorted sound on
Jcuujono
some tracks and on others a mix of
looped rhythms that has a coming
and going effect. The singer's voice
influence is apparent throughout
1
the album which is well-crafted but may not have the most, oh how
you say, melodic quality about It
not overproduced.
Christine Adams
Kara Komarek
but the lyrics don't really require it.
The lyrics are a bit simple at
Cindy Andrews
KimMcLeod
Every song is comprised of four
times, like In the first song "Hard
MamiCartiff
Kristie Rapczak
Dawn Cipollo
Jennifer Schultz
JodlEarl
Trade Skrobacs

f -

Jesus Jones
Perverse
EMI Records Group
Jesus Jones has come a long
way since their demo Info Freako' first hit the British music charts
four years ago. The band's last
album Doubt marked the group's
rise from alternative to mainstream
music, selling 2 million copies and
reaching the Top 30 In Billboard
Magazine. The success was largely
due to the single "Right Here,

r

It

Alpha Gamma Delta

Right Now," the most performed
song on college radio In 1991.
Rolling Stone voted the song as
one of the best singles of 1991 and
MTV awarded the band with Best
Pop Vocal Performance and Best
New Artist.
Expectations were high for Jesus
Jones's latest album, Perverse.
Surprisingly, the band didn't fall
into the trap many college one-hit
wonders do of trying to duplicate
the sound into another commercial
success. Guitars, machine noise,
and samples are pasted on a techno dance beat but the pop feel Is
still present due to front man Mike
Edward's distinctive voice.
Edward's intelligent lyric writing
hasn't faltered either, covering familiar themes such as the media
("Magazine and Don't Believe It")
and the state of the world ("Yellow
Brown"). No whining about love
for this band from Britain. His
sense of irony and sarcasm is still
Intact in tunes such as "Idiot Stare"
and "Tongue Tied".
Fans of the slick Doubt or the
thrash-pop of their first album,
"Liquidizer," will be satisfied as It
brilliantly mixes the best parts from
both albums.

announces its Fall 199&
Dean B list

Angela Smith
Kimberly Steinmetz
Jennifer Swlhart

Michelle Hamilton
Heidi 11 ii it man
Tonya llein
Katina Jones
Shana Keller

Tiffany Trenor
Susan Warner
Carrie Weller
Mandy Wemert
Muggy Williams
Melissa Young*

Melanle Kempton
' denotes 4.0

The Hair « Skin Trading Co.

-Scott Row*
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Deb Eberly
Renee Foresman
Marcl Glavic
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Hey all you film trivia buffs, we're back for another week of the
questions and another week where
you, the reader, can win big prizes.
Well, big prizes as In TWO FREE
passes to any film of your choice at
Cinemark's Woodland Mall
Cinema.
You know the place, with those
fabulous $3 matinee tickets and $3

(kpS
by Dtve Biskind
The Incredible College
Musical Knowledge

of

Pathetic times behind: So, it's
a couple of days into the new
semester. One day, a zit the
size of a groundhog appears
just south of your left eye. You
think, "My, how odd this is for

him and for what movie?
INTERMEDIATE: (4
POINTS) What movie featured
the quote "Here's looking at you,
kid."

charge for students with a valid
student ID after 6 p.m. That same
place with comfy seats and holders
for your drinks. Any movie, any
time. All you have to do Is answer a
few of our questions and answer
them correctly.
Congratulations to the following
people who answered our questions correctly last week: Michael
Siebenaler, Jennifer Lowe, Amy
McMaster, and Joshua Pingatore.
Now on to this week's quiz. And
remember, send or hand deliver
your entry blanks along with your
name, address and phone number
to Insider Magazine's Film Trivia

Contest, 210 West Hall, by
Wednesday, Feb. 3.
EASY: (2 POINTS) At last
Saturday's Golden Globe awards,
Jack Nicholson lost the award for
Best Supporting Actor. Who beat

FORMIDABLE: (8 POINTS)
What famous blonde from a popular musical trio appeared In the
movie Say Anything but didn't
sing a note?

a college student to get a blemish this gargantuan and unhldeable on such an overt and
undesired location." Upon noticing several other dermatologlcal deformities, you realize
that, yes, you Dr. Dave, have a
case of chicken pox. Three bottles (Zovirax, calamine. Vitamin E), two Aveeno baths,
eight days at home and numerous pock marks later, I'm
back at the paper writing 'Dr.
Dave's Incredible College of
Musical Knowledge'.
Exciting times ahead This
week marks the return of one
of my favorite annual events Groundhog Day. The Bill Murray movie based on this holiday
looks like it could be a good

one. Be sure to have yourself a
safe, shadow-y, spectacular
celebration.
Fine times for the present:
Here it is again, your opportunity to score a FREE promo
cassette from Finders Records
and Tapes at 128 N. Main in BG
and a FREE 3-item medium
pizza from Carly Cheena's at
Conant and Dudley in Maumee.
Just send your answer to the
upcoming question, along with
your name, address, phone
number, and favorite 1992
movie to 'Dr. Dave's quiz,' c/o
214 West Hall or pop it in Ren
& Stimpy's favorite wooden
box In 210 West Hall before 9
am., Tuesday, Feb. 9.
Question at hand: This week.

we explore the wonderful letter 'M'. That's M as in Mike,
massages, memory, 'National
Lampoon's Vacation' (OK,
there's no M in there, but I
watched it again last weekend
and it stills packs a bellyful o'
laughs) and, of course, music.
Plus, in a Dr. Dave first, we're
stretching your memory all the
way back to the late 1970s. A
man who called himself M (real
name: Robin Scott) had a major
#1 song in 1979 that dealt with
music (and even misspelled It
in the song's title). What was
that classic tune from this onehit wonder? (Hint: "New York,
London, Paris, Munich. Everybody talk about ...") See you
when my skin is clearer.

DIFFICULT: (6 POINTS)
What flick did Jeremy Irons play a
dual role of twin brother doctors
with distinctly different personalities?

What Do These People Have In Common?
Francey Ackerman
Kristen Ankney
John Babel
Karen Black
Tim Dadik
Aaron Galbraith
Stephanie Gangemi
John Gardner
Amy Gomey
Tricia Gray
Andre Gregory
Heidi Hummel
Scott Jones
Dominik Leconte
Shawn Lucas
Carolyn Martin
Chris Mathes
Amy McCue
Robin Montri
Jennifer Morse
Jeni Ryder
Bob Sadowski
Mike Sears
Michelle Sotz
Tom Ullom
Carrie Weller
Mary Ellen Werner
Cody Young
Melissa Young
Marianne Younker
Scott Ziance

Alpha Phi Sorority
Phi Mu Sorority
USG Vice President
Undergraduate Student Government
Sigma Chi Fraternity
Chairman, Student Legal Services
Initiated England Abroad Program
Resident Advisor
BGSU Bible Studies
Alpha Omega Pi Sorority
1992 BGSU Homecoming King
Beta Beta Beta Biological Society
Resident Advisor
World Student Association
BGSU Water Polo
Falconette President
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
1992 BGSU Homecoming Queen
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Who's Who Among College Students
Omega Delta Kappa Sorority
BGPRO/PRSSA President
USG Past President
Phi Mu Sorority
The Link, Victims Advocacy Program
Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority
Residential Services
Saturday Morning Love Affair
Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority
Comm. Disorders Outstanding Junior
Bowling Green City Councilman
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Hot Singles:

Here are the weekly charts for
the nation's best-selling recorded
music as they appear in next
week's issue of Billboard magazine. Reprinted with permission.
(Platinum signifies more than
1 million copies sold; Gold signifies more than 500,000 copies
sold.)
l."I Will Always Love You,"
Whitney Houston (Arista) (Platinum)
2"If I Ever Fall in Love," Shai
(Gasoline Alley) (Platinum)
3"A Whole New World,"
Peabo Bryson & Regina Belle
(Columbia)
4."ln the Still of the Nite,"
Boyz II Men (Motown)
5."Saving Forever for You,"
Shanice (Giant)
6."Rump Shaker,"
Wreckx-N-Effect (MCA) (Platinum)
7."Ordinary World," Duran
Duran (Capitol)
8."7," Prince and the New
Power Generation (Paisley Park)
9."Deeper and Deeper," Madonna (Sire)
lO.'Mr. Wendal, "Arrested
Development (Chrysalis)
Top IPs:

EH
u

1." The Bodyguard' Soundtrack,' ' (Arista) (Platinum)
2 "Breathless," KennyG
(Arista) (Platinum)
3."Unplugged," Eric Clapton
(Duck) (Platinum)
4."The Chronic," Dr. Dre
(Death Row Interscope)
5,"Some Gave All," Billy Ray
Cyrus (Mercury) (Platinum)
6."U I Ever Fall in Love," Shai
(Gasoline Alley)
7."Timeless (The Classics),"
Michael Bohon (Columbia) (Platinum)
8 "'Aladdin' Soundtrack,"
(Disney)
9."Hard or Smooth,"
Wreckx-N-Effect (MCA)
10'Ten," Pearl Jam (Epic)
(Platinum)
Copyright 1993. BillboardSoundscan, Inc.

They are all members of MORTAR BOARD)!!
Applications available: 425 Student Services
)
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Q Vlhfc6 Now close your eyes...

Chamberlin prefers to be called a clinical counselor who hypnotizes
each session is $30.
Areas In which Chamberiln's
clients request special help include
breaking habits such as excess eating and smoking. Also, stress,
fears, depression, anxiety, phoLook deeply Into my eyes ~
bias, personal development, self- you're getting sleepier, sleepier,
esteem and problems with studying
sleep...
are in his realm of expertise.
Believe It or not, hypnotism Is
According to Chamberlin, many
used by many specialists Including
students have visited him In hopes
medical doctors, dentists and psychologists to assist their patients In of Improving their memory, making personal changes such as being
certain areas. As for Dr. Leslie
Chamberlin, professor emeritus at
more diligent In their studies, and
the University, It is the way he
to get over mental blocks they have
In particular areas of study.
helps people overcome problems
in their lives.
"One student, In the process of
Chamberlin has been using clini- moving, had lost all ol his notes for
cal hypnosis here In Bowling
a thesis that he was writing," he
Green since 1976, and has written said. "Through hypnosis, he reseven books and over eighty artimembered what he had done with
cles in professional Journals
them and we found them."
throughout the duration of his caIn order to guide a client Into a
reer. He is a licensed clinical coun- hypnotic state, Chamberlin might
selor and former chairman of the
have the visitor stare at figures in
Educational Administration and
an abstract painting. If the person
Supervision Department In the Col- is resistant to hypnosis, he will turn
lege of Education and Allied
to more traditional techniques, askProfessions at the University.
ing the person to stare at three dots
"I prefer to think of myself as a
on the ceiling - the therapist can
clinical counselor that uses hypnot- only work with willing Individuals.
ism instead of a hypnotist that
Sometimes Chamberlin gets recounsels," he said.
ferrals from medical doctors of
Chamberiln's office Is located In stroke victims, and he works with
them on strengthening dehis home, where he finds it to be a
"comfortable, private and confitermination and positive attitudes
toward recovery. Cancer patients
dential arrangement." The cost of
by Jane Kilgorc
Insider Managing Editor

Video Sales:
Here are the weekly charts for
the nation's most popular videos
as they appear in next week's issue of Billboard magazine Reprinted with permission.
1 'Beauty and the
Beast, "(Disney)
2."Sister Act," (Touchstone)
3.'Cindy Crawford's Shape
Your Body Workout." (GoodTimes)
4."Beethoven," (MCAUniversaO
5 "Casablanca: 50th Anniversary Edition." (MGM-UA)
6 "Batman Returns,"(Warner)

7." 101 Dalmatians," (Disney)
8."'King Kong' 60th Anniversary," (Turner)
9."The Rocky Horror Picture
Show," (Fox)
lO.'Home Alone, "(Fox)

Video Rentals:

l."Boomerang," (Paramount)
2."Lethal Weapon 3,"
(Warner)
3."Housesitter," (MCAUnlversal)
CPatriot Games," (Paramount)
5."Honey, I Blew Up the
Kid," (Disney)

ROCK GOSSIP ROM
THE BLACK SWAMP

6."Sister Act," (Touchstone)

7."Unlversal Soldier,"
(Live)
8."Buffy the Vampire
Slayer," (Fox)
9."Basic Instinct," (Live)
10."PreludetoaKiss,"
(Fox)
Copyright 1993, Billboard
Publications, Inc.
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everyone should give a listen to the
Lemonheads, Just because they
put "Mrs. Robinson" on their Atlantic Records release.
BABY, WHY DONT WE...:
TONIGHT AND SATURDAY:

UAO

MID AM MANOR
AND

INDIAN RIVERS

UAO

UAO

His training in hypnotism was
through the American Society of
Clinical Hypnosis, which sponsors
workshops at beginning, intermediate and advanced levels. Only
those such as medical doctors, dentists, nurses and psychologists can
take the training.
"You must be licensed to do
something already," he said.
Chamberlin uses hypnosis to
help others begin again. "Some of
these people have started over so
many times they are tired of starting again."

Blltzen at EasyStreet, Mike Katon
at Howard's Club H, Rizzo at
Gamers MONDAY: The Chamber
Jazz Quartet at Easystreet TUESDAY: Open mike at EasyStreet
WEDNESDAY: the Ark Band at
EasyStreet.
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Mr. Steffan will be speaking on his
personal experience with the U.S.
Military discrimination policy.
Mr. Stetfan will
be signing copies
ot his novel,

Sponsored by:

Honor Bound.
Feb. 2.4-5 pm
University Bookstore

LAGA, PSO, GSS,

W9, P.E.O.P.L.E..

WRRO.

"HONOR BOUND"

Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1993 and 1993-94 school year.

* Februaiy 2, 1993 * 8 pm
* Lenhart Grand Ballroom
* Free! * Open to all!

1 or 2 bedroom, lurnlnshed or unfurnished, gas heat and
water Included, elr conditioning

Resident Manager,

641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380
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this, and started to study hypnotism on my own," Chamberlin said.

Joe Stcffan was one of die top ten cadets
in his class at Annapolis. Then die Navy
found out he was gay...

§

• NOW RENTING*

Nightly at 7:00
Sat. a Sun. Mat. 2.-00 ft 4:15

Nightly
at
9:30

RUN OUT AND SNAG...:
Our good friend Jim Cummer of
Madhatter Music Co. thinks you
should check out Hit SelfDestruct by Superchunk, a
three song Australian import available on Happy Knight Records.
This week, Jeff DeWitte of Re
cord Den likes Smeared
bySloan, a recording available on
D.G.C. records. Lastly but not leas
tly, Veronica Sheets from over at
Finder's Records & Tapes thinks

having trouble dealing with the
trauma of chemotherapy have also
benefited through (he treatment.
"Power thinking" is a multimodal educational program created
and practiced by Chamberlin that
simultaneously utilizes hypnosis,
visualization, cognitive mediation,
and behavior modification techniques to assist the client to learn to
effectively manage the areas of his
or her life that are of current concern.
Most people can be hypnotized,
but some are resistant because they
do not want to lose personal control. To determine the client's susceptibility, the therapist asks questions, such as can the person roll
the eyes back Into the head. Although there is no cause and effect
relationship, the more white the
individual can show, the more
hypnotlzable he Is.
Ironically, Chamberlin Initially
became Interested In hypnotism
while taking an English course. His
professor at the time assigned a
very general topic to write about,
and a fellow student chose hypnotism as his subject. The student
happened to be a hypnotist himself, and the professor asked him to
demonstrate his techniques for the
class, which he did for the next
three days or so.
"I was really intrigued by all of

UAO

more info? Call ®B@ at 372-2343
'JAO UAO 'JAO UAO UAO UAO
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Hcklc rraiket limits
debut of 1994 cars
by Ross Wciuner
Insider staff writer

The 1993 North American International Auto Show, held in Detroit's Cobo Hall, didn't see as
much action as In previous years.
Though plenty of cars were in attendance this year, only two new
products were unveiled - the 1994
Mitsubishi Galant and the Porsche
Boxster, a concept vehicle.
Many in the automotive Industry
feel that such companies as Ferrari
took a hiatus this year, or didn't
come up with a new product because of poor sales throughout the
automotive market. Instead, companies such as Porsche and Mitsubishi either unveiled or promised a
1994 model early In 1993. The
1994 Porsche 911 Turbo 3.6 due
in March is a prime example.
New products for 1993 Included
Ford's Mustang Cobra SVT, Pontiac's Firebird/Trans Am, Lexus'
GS 300, and Subaru's Impreza.
For those interested in the highperformance market, the Acura

Parkinc

NSX, Mazda RX-7, and Porsche
911 Turbo 3.6 were available for a
limited look - the NSX and 911
were on a spinning pedastal and
roped off, respectively.
Other special Interest vehicles
included BMW's confident touring
coupe, the 850 Ci, and MercedesBenz's lesson In extremities, the
500 SEC, whose curb weight exceeds two tons and who drinks a
gallon of fuel every 12 miles.
Also in attendance was Am
General's Hummer. Originally
dubbed the HMMWV (HummVee), for High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle, the
Hummer made its debut in 1985
for the U.S. military. Now, civilians
can own a slightly more plush,
more 'civilized' version of this otherwise brutish utility vehicle.
What the show didn't feature this
year was accessories. The only
company on hand for aftermarket
modifications was ASC. Products
from ASC Included the Nissan
300ZX Convertible, Cadillac Seville STS Courje and Chevrolet Corvette Spyder, complete with glittered-orange paint.

The 1994 Porsche 911 Turbo3.6

Psych!

Back of the Porsche 911 Torbo 3.6

1992 a year of changes
for auto manufacturers
by Ross Weitzner
Insider staff writer

In the past, It could be said that
the auto Industry was more settled
at the end of the year than the beginning. Well, change isn't always
a bad thing, but 1992 might have
been a special case.
For starters, Isuzu decided to
stop building cars altogether. The
company will continue to build
trucks and supply parts for previous models, but no more cars on
a large scale. Lotus followed suit
and decided to discontinue the
slow-selling Elan. Mazda, too, decided that a particular project, the
Amati luxury line, simply wouldn't
work. Apparently, excess costs
wouldn't allow the company as
much latitude as it would've liked.
Speaking of Mazda, perhaps the
biggest shock to the sports car
market was the 1993 RX-7, Intro
duced in March of '92. Its capabilities meet or exceed those of many
of its competitors as much as three
limes and four times its price. Not
to mention that it's not all perform
ance; the RX-7 has a pretty face,
too. True driving enthusiasts will
appreciate the RX-7's back-tobasics approach to the sports car .

formula. Porsche 911 style Instrumentation, 50/50 weight distribution, a Torsen limited-slip differential and huge, 11.6-Inch ABS fortified brakes at each wheel are Just
some of the many properties included in this successfully fast touring vehicle.
Luxury-oriented convertible enthusiasts will be disappointed to
hear that Cadillac decided to cut
the Allante after the 1993 model
year. The decision was based on
faltering sales as well as poor success with quality. Many are confused that such a decision was
made after the Introduction of the
Northstar system In mid-1992.
This system Includes a 290-horsepower, 32-valve V-8 engine, traction-control and a sophisticated ac
live suspension, capable of changing suspension dynamics many
times per second. This system is
also found on the STS sedan and
Eldorado Touring Coupe.
Aside from cosmetic or minor
changes, the majority of the auto
industry has been left unchanged
lor the beginning of 1993.
However, autophiles, beware! The
new year has already started off
with more introductions and improvements than previous years.
Stay tuned for more!
-••«»*■♦"

"Why should I be penalized for
trying to work my way through college?" These are the words of
Christine Sickles, one of many
Irate sophomores presently residing (and attempting to park) on
campus.
Sickles has a Job about 30
minutes away and planned on being able to park near Offenhauer
Towers in order to reach her Job
quickly.
"I have a class that lasts until 2
p.m. most days and must be at
work by 3 p.m.," Sickles said. "I
can't afford to wait for a shuttle
that takes 20 to 45 minutes to get
from one place to another!"
Many students have been caught
In the same helpless situation.
Under the promises of last year's
parking rules, sophomores happily
brought their cars to school with a
renewed enthusiasm that can only
be attributed to the knowledge they
would no longer be looked at as the
lowest rung on the ladder.
According to the new rules, all
freshmen and sophomores must
park In Lots 6 and 19, the lots
closest to the stadium. This Is not
too bad for those who live in
Harshman and Krelscher quads,
which are actually near the stadium.
For those who live in McDonald
Quad or Offenhauer Towers, the
hike Is not appreciated when parking lots are nearby and spaces remain available every day of the
week.
"I think It's stupid that we have
empty spaces right behind us and
can't even park there," said Robin
Gubanlch, a sophomore living in
Offenhauer East.
In the Offenhauer complex, 233
sophomores are denied parking
spaces. They are not alone. Almost
a quarter of the residents of
McDonald West must park In Lot

6.
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McDonald North residents, of
which about half are sophomores,
suffer the same fate.
According to officials In the
Parking and Traffic department,
parking spaces remain open because there Is no way to tell how
many cars students will bring to
campus.
Meanwhile, the empty parking
spaces remain as a glaring reminder of the parking problem present
at the University.
The question is: where does the
root of the problem really lie?
Perhaps it lies in the plan set up
a few years ago to rectify the parking problem. This plan was intended to have been phased In and in
lull effect by last year. It was to
have limited the parking options
for all students.
"What we wanted to do was
move the sophmores out and get

tf,ms

) 'solutions' just add to problem
more commuter parking," said geology professor John Howe, a
member of the oarklng committee.
"But something got messed up in
the process."
Because of a severe illness of the
person in charge of enacting this
plan, the proposal was pushed
back. Hence, the present parking
problem and general unrest seem
to be a partial result of this postponed plan.
The Issue of safety has also become an Increasingly worrisome
topic for those reduced to parking
In the stadium lots.
' 'Juniors and seniors live primarily off campus," said frustrated
sophomore Amy Deeb. "So they
should have to park off in B.F.E.

Words by:
Dorian Halkovich
Pictures by:
Joson Kamykowski

since they can leave In daylight."
"l*d even be willing to pay more
for a parking ticket If I could park
closer just for safety," Sickles added.
Sickles managed to obtain a
work permit to park closer to her
residence hall, only to find that at
the beginning of the new semester
she received yet another parking
ticket for parking In the wrong lot.
Basically what she discovered was
that she Is required to renew the

permit each semester at $30 a
pop. The regular parking permit is
$30 for ALL YEAR. Why is the
half year working permit the same
price for less time? Alternatives do
exist for those who work off campus and must return at night. Parking and Traffic personnel say that
these students should utilize services such as the shuttle bus and
the van service.
The shuttle bus runs until midnight Monday through Friday.
After midnight, the van service

takes effect and students should
find a phone, call 372-RIDE and sit
In their cars until the van arrives to
pick them up.
The University's Undergraduate
Student Government has made
two recommendations for solving
the problem of inefficient shuttle
service and student complaints
about the parking situation.
The express shuttle is one of
these suggestions. According to
USG President Jason Jackson, the
express shuttle Is Intended to cut
down the time and the number of
stops. The plan is to use this shuttle
with the other two shuttles owned
by the University. These two shuttles run bi-directionally, allowing
people to get back and forth faster.

The express shuttle would allow
people to reach the middle of campus directly from the airport or the
stadium parking lots, Jackson says.
Another available option is the
Campus Escort Service. This operates from dusk until 1 a.m. Sunday
through Thursday and from dusk
until 10 p.m. Fridays.
Representatives from Parking
and Traffic suggest that students In
need of the escort service should
pull up in front of the Commons
and use the phone Inside.
But are these really solutions or
Just temporary fixes? Obviously,
faculty need parking spaces as well
as commuters and on-campus students.
As Deeb stated, wouldn't It make
more sense to have commuters
park out by the stadium because
they leave primarily In the daylight?
Doing so would free up spaces for
on-campus students near their residence halls and also help to alleviate some of the safety concerns.
"I don't go to the grocery store
and find the prime spots taken up
by employees," Jackson emphasized. "They park In the back."
The faculty does not pay for their
parking privileges as do the students but they still receive closer
parking. The reason for this, according to Jackson, Is the theory
that commuters and faculty do not
stay put for long and are constantly
on the move. On the other hand,
on-campus students mainly stay In
one spot Indefinitely. He added
that USG will be considering all
proposals In the future. According
to an authority at Parking and Traffic, students were solicited last year
for suggestions on how to alleviate
the parking problems. The reason
the preceding suggestions were not
implemented was because they
were either never brought up or
were not brought up In a great
enough number to be considered.
"We will be re-evaluatlng the
parking situation on an annual
basis," said the official, who wished to remain anonymous. "It is not
set in stone."
The official suggests that students not wait until the next review
of the parking plan to submit their
suggestions to Parking and Traffic.
If students would have done this
last year the situation might have
been different, but all new suggestions will be considered. Students
can forward their suggestions to
Jason Jackson at the USG offices
as well.
Maybe these solutions wouldn't
work. Maybe they would. It all
comes down to a matter of trial and
error. Without trial, progress does
not occur. So for all those who are
unhappy about the parking situation, try saying or doing something
about it. Silence Is not a virtue In
this case.
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Fit for Kings
Fun park seeks stars for summer
by Courtney B. Gangcmi
Insider staff writer

Still harboring dreams of
singing on Broadway or dancing with Baryshnlkov? Then
you might want to think about
auditioning for Paramount's
Kings Island's 1993 season.
It may take getting your act
together (literally), and some
tough competition with auditions - beginning Jan. 30 In
Louisville, Ky.
The park is going to feature
all-new shows and attractions
this summer, focusing on
themes from many motion pictures and television shows produced by Paramount Pictures.
"This is an excellent way to
begin a career In entertainment," said Dan Schultz, manager of the park's Entertainment and Attractions Department. "Many park alumni are
now working in theater on
Broadway, Las Vegas stage
productions, movies, television
and In the record Industry."
Audition dates and locations
In our area are:
OThursday, Feb. 4 - Ann
Arbor, Mich.; University of
Michigan, Kuenzel Room:
singers, actors, Instrumentalists, specialty acts and technicians, 2 to 5 p.m.

limn

OFrlday, Feb. 5 - Columbus, Ohio; Ohio State University, Hughes Hall, Room 013,
6 to 8 p.m.
ClSaturday and Sunday, Feb.
6 and 7 - Cincinnati, Ohio;
Paramount's Kings Island,
American Heritage Music Hall
- singers, actors, specialty acts
and technicians, 11 a.m. to
12:30p.m.;dancers, lto2
p.m.; Instrumentalists, 1:30 to
3 p.m.
Auditions are limited to two
minutes. Requirements:
Singers: perform a ballad
and an untempo song, bring
sheet music.
Dancers: perform a short
combination (to be taught by
staffers), may also be asked to
sing.
Actors: give a short routine
suitable for family entertainment.
Instrumentalists: perform
a lyrical and technical piece, be
prepared to skjhrread.
Specialty Acts: give a brief
demonstration featuring the
specialty.
Technicians: an interview.
For additional Information
and tips on preparing to audition for this extravagant affair,
contact the Entertainment and
Attractions Department at
Paramount's Kings Island at
(513)398-5600.
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Weekly Soap Summaries
All My Children:
Nob figures out that Dixie was
the woman (n Ted's past and
that he is really Tad. However,
she has a heart attack before she
could tell him. Dixie suffers an
emotional breakdown. Adam
proposes to Goria. Erica is
released from Oak Haven.

daughter Sami - now 15 years
old - has returned from Colorado. Abe Is shot. John teUs Marlena that he plans to leave
Salem. Julie forgives Doug for
lying to her and they are reunited.

General Hospital:
Another World:
John is furious with Kelsey for
throwing around her new
weight. Carl's motives continue
to worry everyone, Loma, Rachel, Cass and Paulina suspect
that Felicia had started drinking
again. Felicia solves Cass and
Frankie's wedding problems.

Dominique tells Scotty the
truth about her condition. Felicia
pleads with Mac to find a way to
free her from the institution.
Karen admits to Jason that she is
upset that Jagger left town.
Brenda finds out where Jagger is
hiding and goes to pay him a
visit. Holly finds out that Bill had
been keeping secrets.

As the World Turns:
Edwina provides Evan with information that created problems
with his love for Rosanna. Rosanna says she is not one who
bkes to be committed. Emily
confronts Royce about his
phone calls. Holden is upset with
Lily over her divorce proceedings. Neal tells Scott about her
father.

Guiding Light:
Mindy asks for Nick's forgiveness and admits that she wants
him back. Nick tells her that he is
committed to Eve. Blake and
Ross argue about Ross representing Spauldlng. Bridget tries
to break her deal with Nadine.
Vanessa hires Fletcher and
Frank to help search for Alexandra.

not see Blair and Max committing adultery.

Young and the Restless:
Lauren is puzzled ever the jig
saw puzzle pieces she continues
to receive from Sheila Ryan
changes his address in an attempt to help Victoria. Nikki
suggests a plan to Victor in order
to help Victoria. Victoria shies
away from Ryan coming to her
therapy sessions

Beverly Hills 90210:
Dylan throws a party to celebrate his dad's release from
prison. Kelly attends but Brenda
can't because Mr. Walsh doesn't
want her anywhere near Mr.
McKay. Dylan and Kelly share a
passionate kiss while swimming
in his pool. He tells her that he
has made his decision and he
wants her. Brandon's addiction
to gambling increases. Jack tells
Jim he wants to dissolve Dylan's
trust fund. Dylan and Kelly tell
Brenda about his decision and
she goes psycho.

Melrose Place:
Bold and the Beautiful:
Sheila steps up her efforts to
sabotage the paternity test when
she overhears Brooke telling
Ridge she is certain her baby is
Eric's. Eric dreams about the
possibility that he is the father of
Brooke's baby. Macy is shocked
by Thome's divorce plans.

Days of Our Lives:
Carty tells Jennifer that Nikki
aeddentry killed Lisanne. Kimberiy figures it out on her own
when she hears Nikki talking in
his sleep. Roman and Marlena
are surprised to find their

Loving:
Gwyneth's investigation begins to pay off when she puts the
pieces together as to why Clay
has been tormenting Stacey.
Clay confesses his dirty deeds.
Dinah Lee Is shattered by Clay's
duplicity. Casey accidently tells
Hannah about Cooper's marriage proposal to Ally.

One Life to Live:
Lee Ann is devastated when
Jason is arrested, hindering her
chances at gaining Joint custody
of Duke. Jason searches for
proof of his innocence. Asa fires
Cain after he testified that he did

Allison gets promoted to a
new executive position in her
job, and Amanda Woodward
(Heather Locklear) is her boss.
For a last-minute shoot, Jo is
hired to photograph a well-known tennis player In his underwear. She ends up taking nude
shots that she sends to Allison's
office to be used. Allison freaks.
Michael sets Billy up on a blind
date with a nurse from the hospital . They both know there is no
spark, but just to be nice, he calls
her again, and just to be nice,
she Invites him over for dinner.
Finally, they decide the romantic
attraction just isn't there.
Rhonda breaks off her engagement to Terrance.
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HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

UNDER* SIEGE
Friday and Saturday
8pm, 10pm, Midnight
210 MSC
Admission $1.50

■■■■■■UJI

352-9951

Mike Kciton

nuns. Jan. it. MI. MM. t*
Rock with the Jocks from UJIOT FM 104
Sat 30th 10 till?
Pool. Video or Hockey. Hcppv.rour till 9 .
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Check out Richard Marquand's
razor sharp suspense thriller
Jagged Edge this Monday on
WUPW Fox-36 at 8 p.m. The flick
stars Jeff Bridges as a charming
newspaper publisher who's accused of murdering his wife and
Glenn Gose as the defense attorney who falls In love with him.
Don't miss It!

DAYTIMEMORNING
5:00
O

e
e
CD
S3

CBS News

5:30
Business

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

10:30

Earth

This Morning g

Cosby Show »more

Family Feud Challenge

Price

NBC News

NBC News

Newsg

Today g

Sally Jessy Raphael

Jerry Sponger

Concentr

ABC News

Good Morning America g

Live - Regis S Katme Lee Vlckit

News

Sign-OH Cont'd

■

Stunt Dawgs Dark wing

Urban Peasant

11:00
Price

CBC Morning News

Movw Cont'd

Mr. Oressup Sesame Si

Home

Homestretch Barney

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

Homestretch Barney

Lamb Chop

Mr Rogers

Sesame Street g

Menace

Tale Spin g

CNp-Ml

Varied Programs

700 Club

K. CopelarKl

Dennis

AndyGttffrm Sanlord

Jeflersons g Bewitched

Family Ties

Beeflefuice

Instructional Programming

Family Ties

News

Spoons

insp Gadget Stunt Dawgs Ninja Turtles Beetleiuice

Basketoail

Getting Fit

In Motion

Fitness Pros Sport scenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Jake

Bodyshape

Sportscenter Sportscenter Fitness Pros

Varied

Movie

Varied

Movie

Mov«
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12:00
12:30
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1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00
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Price

News

Sesame St

Midday

|Emmerdale

Price

Newsg

Young and the Restless g Bold, Bea

As the World Turns

Guiding Light

IB

Faith Daniels Newsy

Cur Affair

Days of Our Lives g

Another Work) g

Scrabble

Home

Loving g

All My Children g

One Life to Live g

General Hospital

GD

10:00

Family Feud Challenge

Newsg

Sign-Off Cont'd
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9:30

Montel Williams

CBS News

•

n*c

7:00
This Morning g

Home Shopping Spree

Sign-On Cont'd

ESP*

6:30

Sign-Ofl Cont'd
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6:00
New

Love Con

Instructional Varied

Young and the Restless g Bold, Bea

As the World Turns

Varied

Coronation

1 Neighbours

Instructional Programming

Instructional Programming Jontd

jcpi Varied

Infatuation

New Beaver

si

Laveme

divorce

Vickii

Etm

Getting Fit

In Motion

Bodyshape

TMC

Movie

Movie

Guiding Light
The Bill

Varied

Instructional Programming

Movie

Montel Williams

Belvedere

Shelley

Scatter

Video Hits

5:00

5:30

News

Edition

Design w

Golden Gins

Fame

News

Maury Povich g

Donahue g

Saved-BeH

Wonder Yrs

M-A'S"H

Mr Rogers

SarvAego

Barney

Sesame Streetg

Varied

8*1 TV

Ninia Turtles Batman

Sesame Street g

News

Bond Jr.

MCfOOWS

Tom, Jerry

Tiny Toon

Goof Troop

Chipmunks

Melodies

Tom, Jerry

Tiny Toon

Batmang

Saved-Bell

Final Four

Dream Lg

Motorcycle Racing

Varied Programs
Vanea Programs

4:30

Oprah Winfrey g

Mr Rogers

Little Housec n the Prairie

4:00
GeraUo

Movie

Gro. Pams

Vaned Programs
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Sunday Special
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r Buy one 6 inch Sub,

~i

Get one FREE
'

(Free sub must be of equal or lesser value)
(Limit one per customer per visit)

J_Sunda^/, January 31J3NLY
Woodland Mall Subway ONLY

tSUBWflV*
Woodland Mall • 353-0204

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL

Come join us for

LONG

CAPPUCINO • ESPRESSO -LATTE

STEM

Try our SHOOTERS in the morning...

RED ROSES

It will "Power You Up" for that 1st class.

Open 7:30 am daily

CASH -N- CARRY

353-1045

Expires 2/3/93 428 E. Wooster

902 E. Wooster
at S. College
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
O
O

6:30

MM
CBC News

7:00

8:00

7:30

CBS News

You Bet-Lile G Palace

Ear-Gmd.

Sketches

8:30

9:30

9:00

Major Dad

Street Legal

11:00

Kids m the Hall

Friday Night'

Design W

Pickel Fences

News

Dark Justice

ill Fly Away

o

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy'

G Palace

IB

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight Cur Affair

Figure Skating. World Professional Championships

Rush l

ABC MM

M'A'S'H

Family

Bob

News

Tonight Show

Dinosaurs

Camp Wilder 20/20

RushL

Cops

Wash Week Wall St

Served

Piglet Files

Dame Edna Experience!

Adam Smith

Mystery!

Talking With David Frost

Rukeyser's Money Guide

Served

Charlie Rose

Step by S

12:00

11:30
Newhart

CBC Prime Time News

CBS News

Family Feud

10:30

News

Bob

News

[Maior Dad

10:00
Picket Fences

Design W

Hot Metal

[■■Theresa"

Nightline

Used Cats

9

Previews

Business

S3

Reading

MacNeil/lehrer Newshour

McLaughlin

Wash Week Wall St

O
UD

Full House

Roseanne

Married..

Night Court

NBA Basketball: Minnesota Timberworves at Detroit Pistons

America s Most Wanted

Sightings

Roseanne

Golden Girts Married.

Game Nigh!

NBA Basketball Minnesota Timberwolves at Detroit Pistons

News

Star Trek Next Gener.

Esra Motoworld
IMC

Movie

SuperBowl

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sport scenter World Cup Sluing

The Unbelievable Truth

Ski Magic

| Movie

Deadly SucvwHance"

| Movie

In the Heat ol the Night
|Hunter

Sportscentei | College Basketball

Speed

Tennis: Australian Open

12:30

Arsenio Hall

Movie: "State ol Grace

The Silence ol the Lambs

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

O

o
o
o
©

11:30

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:30

Wonder

Why Didn t 1 Paid Prog

Best Nat I Geo

Homeworks

Disability

Gardener

Future

Toonage

Fishing

Fishing

Newsmakers Lori Davis II

Saved-Beli

Adventure

School Quiz

Inside Stuff

College BaskeiDa

Gailield

Beak mans

2:00

2:30

New WKRP

Chrysler

Gardener

Driver s Seat Wok

3:00

3:30

4:00

College Basketball: Georgetown at Boston College

Snacfcmstr

5:00

Ishowcase

|college Basketball Wisconsin at Perm State

Sheets

kingdom

Road to the Super Bowl

Bugs Bunny & Tweety

Scooby Ooo Beakman

PBA Bowling: Quaker State Open

Senior PGA Golf: Skins Game

m

Kerrs

Gourmet

Cooking

Garden

Gourmet

Ok) House

Workshop

Hometime

Gardens

Tracks

Austin City Limits

BiakP s 7

GD

Wild Am

Naturescene MotorWeek

Rod-Reel

Old House

Garden

Workshop

Hometime

Gourmet

Eating Wen

La Cookm' [Alexander

Tracks

m

X-Men

Super Dave

Movie: "King ol the Gypsies'

Beauty and the Beast

Baywatch

GD

X-Men

Super Dave

WWF Wrestling

Star Search

Class of 96

ESPN

WsCay

Sport scenter College Basketball. DePaul at Cincinnati

TMC

The Color ol Money"

Mov-e

Figure Skating

Movie: "Club Paradise"

Movie:

Star Trek: Ne«t Gener

The Breakfast Club

Best Defense

College Basketball S III at Southwest Mo. St.
|Movie

Look Who s Talking Too"

5:30

1 Sports Weekend

College Basketball Georgetown at Boston College

nois at Ohio stale

4:30
Movie

|MOV«

SuperBowl

[SuperBowl

PGA Golf: Phoenix Open
Movie:

Atachnophob-a

|Sd Model

Hang Em High"

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00

6:30

O

News

O

CBC News
News
News

NBC News

ID
IB
SI

a

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

Raven

10:00

10:30

Midday

Front Page

Don Cherry

NHL Hookey New York Rangers at Toronto Maple Leafs

CBC News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Cash Exp

Medicine Woman

Raven

Alive Twenty Years Later

News

Rawhide

Enlertainmenl Tonight

Empty Nest [Nurses

Empty Nest jNurses

Later With Bob Coslas

News

Saturday Night Live

Phonics

ABC News

American Gladiators

Movie:

Destinos

Newtons

Lawrence We* Show

Rukeyser's Money Guide

Tony Brown

Money

Lawrence We* Show

Commish

Renegade

Lonesome Pine Special

Wholey

Cops

Cops

Code3

Edge

Untouchables

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

America s Most Wanted

Cops

Cops

Code3

Edge

News

ESPN

PGA Gotl: Phoenix Open

Sportscenter

Match-Up

SuperBowl

SuperBowl

SuperBowl

Tennis: Australian Open

Hang Em High

Conld

Movie:

Movie:

[The 1 Gtoucho

Splash

EWly Bathgate

Movie

Sightings

"Cape Fear

TAKE A LOAD OFF!

352 - 33061

iKiRiesl
$ 1.00 OFF

The Unique Boutique

MflNV N€W ITCMS!

DROP OFF SERVICE

Design W

Uptown Comedy Club
Austin City Limits
Manor Bom

Manor Born

Comic Strip Live

Comedy Showcase

Comic Strip Live

Lifestyles-Rich

| Movie "Deathstalker III: The Warriors From Hell

SOUTH SUM SIX
SUPERBOWL XXVII
Party Check list
\I'ariv Balls '
VParty Barrels
JCups

Vice
^Snacks

HI. '■ LARGEST SII.M I ION OF l>l POI11 S

RUIN STICKS, BRTMT-SHIRTS, DRUMS AND

I

LIMIT ONE PER CL
CUSTOMER OPEN9AM-9PM

MuoVo-lud<s. Incense, €quodorion Sweaters,
Gloves. Wool Hats
709 S. Main Street

OPCN SCVCN DRVS A UUCCK

1 Country Beat

u in It i I III: PARTY STARTS

2HE

PCMCUSSION INSTRUMCNTS, N(UI TFTKSTRKS

12:30

Movie: "Alone m the Dark'"

Talking With David Frost

Cannonball Run II"

Kung Fu The Legend Continues

134 €. COURT ST

12:00

Medicine Woman

Alive: Twenty Years Later

News

11:30

Front Run

SD
69
09
IMC

11:00

New WKRP

CBS News

1

Ncnoleon

Expire. February 5, 1993
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
O
O

o

11:30

Tomorrow

Real Estate

12:00

Nature

Best Vears

Meeting Place

L Gipson

College Basketful: Seton Hall at Syracuse

Toledo Front Randy Ayers NBA Show

0
O

Week-David Bnnkley
Coloresl

Firing Line

Blacl Bty

Newtons

One on One Adam Smith

Williams tv

Caht Oet

Paycheck

Used Cars

On me Issue Senior PGA Go" Skins Game
Rural Com'nity

Americas

Ok) House

Cooking

Psychic

Bonanza
News

IcBS News

Roggtns

4:00

Gourmet

Canada

Gourmet

NFL Live: Super Bowl XXtffl

Marl..'!

Editors

One on One 1 McLaughlin

Best Nat 1 Geo

Painting

Sewing

Lawrence We* Show

Suspects

Movie: "Pretty in Pink"

Move

Star Trek Next Gener

SuperBowl

8:00

SuperBowl

Teen Wolf"

SuperBowl

SuperBowl

| SuperBowl

8:30

|

9:00

[Movie

Movie "III Never Get to Heaven
Murder. She Wrote

Movie

9:30

Movie: "Rambling

10:00

11:00

10:30

The Shell Seekers"
Venture
The Shell SeekersHomicide Lite

Videos

PGA Golt: Phoenix Open

Movie: "Physical Evidence

60 Minutes

Movie: "The Witches ot EastwKk

11:30

ROM"

12:00

News

Siskel

CBCNews

Work) Cup Skiing

News

Toledo

News

Street Justice

Editors

NewWKRP

Wholey

Dame Edna Experience!

Movie: "As Summers Die"
Trus-NFL
Sports

Lawrence We* Show

Ghostwriter

Nature

Movie: "She's Bean Away"

Austin City Limits

Nature

Daring Buds ot May

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Batman

Shaky G

In Color

Roc

Married...

Herman

Star Trek: Deep Spin (

Flying Blind

Ben St*.

Meirose Place

Batman

Shaky G

In Color

Roc

Married..

Herman

News

Suspects

Golden Gals Pistons

Ski World

Expedition Earth

Ski Time

TMC

Movie: "Late for Dinner"

Skiing US Pro Tour

Teenage Mutant Ninia Turtles II: Ooze

Bo mng Carbajal vs Cuesla

Sportscenter

Movie.

Movie.

Fatal Charm

Siskel

Chance

Movie: "She's Been Away"

Sports Xtra

12:30

ArsenioHall

Ghostwriter |Ghostwnter

ESPN PGA Golf

Kingdom

Larry Bird

Scerws

Road to Avonlea

Ghostwriter

Grizzly Adams

Newsmakers Canton

Hollywood

Murder. She Wrote

Life Goes On

Hymn Sing

OED

Calilornia Suite

7:30

5:30

5:00

Move ' The Deadly Bees"

Matchup

! Movie

4:30
Movie

College Basketful: Notre Dame at UCLA

Super Bowl XXVII: BuMo Bait vs. Dates Cowboys
ABC News

3:30

Movie: "Top Secret!"

Sportscenter NFL Gameday

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
CBS News
60 Minutes
O News

0
0
0
0
©
0
0

3:00

College Basketful: Michigan at Iowa

Contrary

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Tr-enage Mutant N.nia Turtles II Ooze

2:30

NBA Basketful: Los Angeles Lakers at Boston Celtics

Tony Brown

American Gladiators

2:00

College Basketball Michigan at Iowa

|NHL Hockey: Philadelphia Fryers at Montreal Canadians

Larry Jones

ES« Reporters

o

1:30

1:00

Real Estate

ID
®
0
ED

me

12:30

College Basketful: Seton Hall at Syracuse

umouchabws
K Copeland

NFL s Greatest Moments

Demonic Toys"

| Physical

MONDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
0
0
0
0
0

6:30

News
CBC News

7:00

7:30

8:00

CBS News

You Bet-Life Shade

Odyssey

Northwood

8:30
Hearts Ahre

10:00

9:30
Love 8 War

10:30

News
Witness

Street Cents Material

CBC Prime Time News

Man Alive

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

Shade

Murphy B.

Northern Exposure

Ne*s

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur. Aflair

Fresh Pnnce Blossom

RushL

ABC News

M'A'S^H

Family Feud FBI-Story

AN Purposes Business

MacNetl/Lehrer Newshour

Hearts Afire

Sweating Bullets

Movie: "It's Nothing Personal"

News

Tonight Snow

Movie:

Con
Charlie Rose

American Experience

Orchestra!

Served

Charlie Rose

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Roseanne

in me Heat of the Night

Studs

News

Murphy B

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Hunter

Cosmos
Movie: "Jagged Edge"

0

Roseanne

Golden Girts Married

ESPN

Thtxeds

Up Close

TUC

Fools-Fort

Movie

and information
is on your public

Kiss ol a Killer

You Bet-Life Movie- "Death Wish 4 The Crackdown"

Sportscenter College Basketball: Georgetown at St John's

in

Shopping

EastEnders

Night Court

best

Night Heat

News

Rush L

Sand ego

entertainment

12:30

Renaissance

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

The

12:00
ArsenoHal

American Experience

Detective

Roseanne

Broadcast News

|uie

11:30
Newhart

Travels

Full House

Married..

Love a War

11:00

Northern Exposure

News

Reading

Worth

9:00
Murphy B.

%
O*
Special Sale

j Movie

Used Cars

Sportscenter College Basketball

College Basketful Missouri at Kansas

Movie "Keeper of the City"

|NtghtJnt

Kino. ot New York"

Asset*

HAIR
UNLIMITED
il

248 N. Main
Open Daily
EVENINGS

station, Channel
27. Check the

by Appointment

FrdKiung
Np»mus Products

listings for this

354-1559

H€YUS

week's programs.

FREE PARKING

NEW EMPLOYEE:

WBGU
TV27

Angela Gill

10% Off Purchases

Specializing in manicuring and black hair care

offer expires 2/14/93

with Angela with this ad-

20% OFF all services

■War, taMiarr n, i t*s
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

O
O
CD
CD
ffl

News

8:00

|

8:30

9:00

Vou Bet-Lite Rescue 911

Movie

On Road

Market PI

9:30

5th Estate

CBC Pnme Time News

CBS News

Wh. Fortune Jeopardyt

Rescue 911

Movie:

News

NBC News

Eni Tonight

Cur Affair

Movie:

Rush L

ABC News

M'A'S'H

Family Feud

Full House

Oceanus

Business

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

€0
€0
©

Reading

MacNeil/Lehref Newshour

Full House

Roseanne

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married .

ESPN

NBA Today

Up Close

TtHC

>.■

Movie

iwDeard

Married...

O

o
o
CD
S)
€D
0D
G3

CD

News

CBS News

CBC News

Jack* T

Civil Wars

Served

Chart* Rose

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Roseanne

In the Heat of the Night

Studs

News

Murphy B

Star Trek Next Gener

Hunter

Sportscenter

Ski World

Frontline

Class ot 96

Key West

You Bet-Lile Class ot 96

Key West

|Adam Smith

College Basketball Arkansas at Louisiana State
[Movie

9:00

9:30

In the Heat ol the Night

Shopping

Americas

Nova

8:30

Tonight Show
Cops

Night Court

8:00

News

Chart* Rose

Sandiego

7:30

Forever Kmghl

RushL

Journal

You Bet Lite Best of Disney Music

N grit Heal

News

EastEnders

Frontline

| Movie. "Turner A Hooch*

The Borrower

10:00

Movie.

10:30

11:00

48 Hours

News

|NighHine

11:30

12:00

Newhart

Arsenio Hall
Death Drums

Neon Rider

Nature of Things

CBC Prime Time News

Ernilie

CODCO

CODCO

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy'

Best of Disney Music

In the Heat of the Night

48 Hours

News

Dangerous Curves

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur Alfair

Unsolved Mysteries

Homicide: Lite

Law! Order

News

Tonight Show

Rush I

ABC News

M'A'S'H

Family feud

Wonder Y

Home Imp

Commercials

Rush L

Cops

Cambodians in America

Journal

Charlie Rose

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

|Doog»H

Coach

New Guinea Land ol the Unexpected

Used Cars

After Dark. My Sweet

CBS News

All Purposes Business

12:30

12:00
Arsenio Hall

News

INtghtline

12:30

Shopping

Used Cars

Reading

MacNeiilLehrer Newshour

Sandiego

New Guinea: Land ol the Unexpected

Cambodians in America

Served

Full House

Roseanne

Night Court

Beverly Hills. 90210

Star Trek Next Gener

Roseanne

In the Heat ol the Night

Studs

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

News

Murphy B

Star Trek: Next Gener

Hunter

csm Inside PGA
THC

Roseanne

11:30
Newhart

Men's Room

Dateline

Spot scenler College Basketball: Michigan at Michigan State

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

11:00
News

Adrienne Clarkson

Nova

Sibling Rivalry

10:30

Poisoned by Love The Kern County Murders

1 Still Dream of Jeanroe
|Mr Cooper

10:00

Poisoned by Love The Keen County Murders

News

m

CBC News

7:30

CBS News

Married

NHL Hockey: Chicago Blackhawks at Delrct Red Wings

Sportscenter College Basketball: Villanova at Pittsburgh

Bachelor in Paradise

Movie

Mekose Place

"Green Card"

College Basketball North Carolina at Duke

Sportscenter

Movie "Liebeshaum"

Movie

Billiards US 9- Ball

Rembo III

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
ESPN

6:30

News
CBC News

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

CBS News

You Bet-Life Top Cops

Street Stories

Knots Landing

Ear-Grnd

Jubilee Yrs.

North of 60

CBC Prime Tune News

Movie:

Top Cops

Street Stories
Cheers

News

CBS News

Wn Fortune Jeopardy1

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cur. Aftan

Cheers

|wmgs

[Seinfeld

10:30

11:30

12:00 | 12:30

Newhart

Knots Landing

News

Si* Stalkings

LA Law

News

Tonight Show

Arsenio Hall

Perfectly Normal

Investigation: Bombing
Shopping

RushL

ABC News

M'A'S'H

Family Feud

Mattock

Jack's Place

Pnmetime Live

Rush L

Cope

Oceanus

Business

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

Wild Am

Business

Mystery1

Encore Performances

Business

Charlie Rose

Reading

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Ok) House

Thursday

Mystery'

Wait lor God May-Dec

Served

Charlie Rose

Full House

Roseanne

Night Court

Simpsons

Martin

In Color

In Color

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Roseanne

In the Heat of the Night

Studs

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married.

You Bet-Life Simpsons

Martin

In Color

In Color

News

Murphy B

Star Trek: Next Oemr.

Hunter

Us Close

Sportscenter College Basketball: Clemson at Georgia Tech

TMC Movie

Married-

Britannia Hospital

College Basketball: West Virginia at Massachusetts

1 Movie "Death Warrant"

] Movie "Bloodflst III: Forced to Fight"

ESSENTIALS

fosters
Inde LabeiV
WHEN IS A PERM NOT A FIRM?
When ill a Motri* EtMnholt Perm
deugned lo main* ityling lotl and ea*y
You'll love Ike waves thai never loot, or
fe«l lake conventional permi. Discover
the d.Herente. Coll today.

$500 off Perm Special

A ewT

IIAIrl STUDIO

Sportscenter
Movie

| NightHne

Used Cars

College Basketball

Narrow Margin

* ,«stf>TftPE.&C0£*c

bimatrix

$

11:00
News

Imports

A ../

I

Kt-c on!* Ia|M*s

IS

( OmpMM t

Postcards

Jf

ITH6 B6ST G6TS B6TT6R

DIMS

. . ,M ,V6 ^^ >5?
<7 Rock &
[Local H»«IC\^ l^Zs^Tn Ove Shirts
Videos /

dairqmart

$1.00 oil

\Stickers

/
wlhisAD
X^
y/on items priced S6.00 or more. No limit!! \.
141 111. Ulooster
;
^r
Expires 2
^V
^v
»«-"" ^m 2/12*3 I / Sale, special order, cosignment. or trades excluded

BEER IS NOW
AT LOW STATE
MINIMUM PRICES
425 E. Wooster

Open Every Night Till 1:00 AM

